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AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
Description of Process for Addressing COAR 
at the 1989 House of Delegates 
Priday. June 23. 1989 
6:00p.m. - 7:00p.m. Opening of ths House of Delegates 
A statement will be made that the report of the 
Commission on Organizational Assessment and Renewal 
will be heard in Hearing A. Any recommendations for 
change must be.presented at the hearing in order to 
be considered tn·the hearing report to the House of 
Delegates. Reco11111811dations will be grouped for 
consideration according to concepts, either as!!!!!!!, 
motions where not related to bylaws or as proposed bylaws. 
Saturday. June 24, 1989 
8:00a.m. - 10:00a.m. COAR Forum 
Sponsored by the Board of Directors and moderated by 
the ANA President with the COAR Steering Committee 
present to respond to questions. This is an 
educational forum to acquaint delegates and others 
with the COAR recommendations. 
Saturday, June 24, 1989 
10:00a.m. - 11:00a.m. Bylaws Forum 
Sponsored by the Committee on Bylaws and moderated by 
the chairperson of the Committee on Bylaws. This is 
an educational forum to acquaint delegates and others 
with proposed bylaws. 
Saturday, June 24, 1989 
2:00p.m. - 4:00p.m. 
Sunday, June 25. 1989 
Hearing A 
Sponsored by the Reference Committee; the hearing 
officer will be a member of the Reference Committee. 
The hearing will provide an opportunity for 
discussion and debate prior to action by the House of 
Delegates. Hearing A is the vehicle to be used for 
making recommendations for change to the COAR 
proposals and bylaws proposals. Resource persons 
will be members of the COAR Steering Committee and 
the Committee on Bylaws. 
House of Delegates 
Report of Hearing A 
The Reference Committee chairperson will present 
Report A"to the house. The report will reflect 
discussion and recommendations heard in Hearing A. 
Those COAR recommendations not related to bylaws and 
receiving minimal or no debate in the hearing will be 
proposed as main mctions by the Reference Committee chairperson. 
For those COAR recomendations not related to bylaws 
that receive considerable challenge and altemative 
·recommendations, the Reference Committee, in its 
report. will offer alternative recommendations in the 
form of main motions. 
-The hearing discussion of proposed bylaws will be 
reported by the Reference Committee chairperson. 
Proposed bylaws are grouped according to concept. 
The Reference Committee chairperson will move 
adoption of the proposed bylaws, which then become 
main motions -before the delegates. Any necessary 
proposed amendments to the proposed bylaws {as 
indicated by debate in the hearing) will be presented 
· by the Chairperson of the Committee on Bylaws. 
Detailed instructions about parliamentary procedure 
will be provided by the Chairperson of the House of 
Delegates at the time Report A is given. 
• 
STAFF. NURSE CAUCUS 
TO: All Participants 
ANA COAR Consensus Building Meeting 
l'Rat: The ANA Staff Nurse Caucus 
Steering Committee 
DATE; February 23, 1989 
RE: The ANA Staff Nurse Caucus Summit Meeting 
Introduction 
In Louisville, Kentucky~ at the ANA Convention of June 1988, the Staff Nurse 
Caucus gathered for a breakfast caucus to discuss a bToad range of topics. 
The group decided that ANA Staff Nurses needed an opportunity to thoroughly 
study COAR report to discuss its implications for staff nurses and their 
respective state nurses associations, and to make plans for input and action. 
Staff nurse volunteers were assigned at that June meeting to organize a 
"summit" where such activities would·take place. To facilitate input by the 
Staff Nurse Caucus into the COAR consensus building process, the planiiing 
committee agreed to rearrange the Summit to coincide with this ANA COAR review 
meeting. 
The Swmni.t was extremely successful. More than 50 staff nurses and a dozen 
SNA staff from 18 states with and without collective bargaining programs 
participated in the meetings. The tone was serious and outcome oriented. 
There was brainstorming and pragmatism. The group bad great diversity but 
shared common goals. Recognizing that staff nurses represent the majority· of 
membership in.the 53 constituents of ANA we urge you to review and consider 
the following goals and recolllDe!ldations • 
l. Assess staff nurse needs as they relate to ANA 
2. Review COAR recommendations and proposed bylaws changes according to their 
implications for staff nurses and their respective SHAs. · 
3. 'Formulate. strategies to deal vith outcome decisions related to goals l and. 
2. 
_4. Assess staff nurse leadership at the state and national.levels. 
S. Study and consider needed changes. regarding SNA/ ANA dues and financial. . 
arrangements - current and proposed. 
6. Provide an increased level of cOJDmUnicationand networking between staff 
nurses on a national level. · 
. 7. . Utilize the expertise an.d resources of SNA staff~ 
wlations 
1. Fully fund the ANA-PAC to include the cost of fundraising as a core· 
activity. 
2. ReaffinD the 1987 ANA House of Delegates· decision on membership - the 
·Registered Nurse and the future•Associate.Nurse as the SNA member. 
· 3. Maintain the current size of the ANA House of Delegates. 
4. Provide governance in the Association proportional to the staff nurse 
membership percentage in the SNAs to include the ANA House of Delegates, 
ANA Nominating Committee, and the ANA Board of Directors (staff nurse as 
defined by labor law, i.e. collective bargaining unit eligible). 
5. Revised the proposed ANA organizational structure (diagram to be presented 
Friday afternoon). 
6. Provide funding to the Congress on Nursing Economics at least equal to the 
funding for the Congress oncNursing Practice. 
7. Develop financial arrangements/rebates so ANA shares the risk of new 
organizing with SNAs as a dues incentive i.e. venture capital. 
Reporting 
Staff Nurse Caucus Steering.Committee 
.·. AMERICAN··~ES '.··• ASSOCIATION 
. ,Report on Legal Analysis of Recommendations 
of· ANA Commission on Organizational Assessment ... 
and Renewal (COAR) . r: 
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
. Report on Legal Analysis of Recommendations of 
ANA Commission on Organizational Assessment and Renewal (COAR) 
Recommendations of the ANA Commission on Organizational Assessment and Renewal 
propose certain changes in the structure and functions of the American Nurses~ 
Association. This report is an analysis of the legal implications of the 
changes that COAR proposes. 
Corporate Law: ANA is a not-for-profit corporation organized under the laws 
of the District of Columbia. The relevant statute does not prescribe the 
manner in which a not-for-profit corporation is structured other than 
requiring that the corporation have officers. a board of directors and bylaws 
·· for the regulation of the affairs of the corporation. The functional 
requirement is that the corporation be organized and operated for purposes 
which are recognized as tax-exempt • 
·Changes in structure and function proposed by COAR will not result in ANA 
being structured in.a manner which violates corporate law and will not result 
in· ANA engaging in activities other than tltose which are recognized as 
appropriate for a tax-exempt organization. 
Tax Law: ANA is exempt from federal income taxation pursuant to Section 
50l(c)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code. Changes in AHA's sttucture. and 
function proposed by COAR will not jeopardize ANA 1 s tax-eD!mpt status~ 
Labor Law: ANA is a labor organization subject to the requirements of federal 
labor law. The Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure. Act contains 
provisions which impact on the governance structure proposed by COAR. A labor 
law analysis of ~OAR recomnendations is provided in a -separate repcn:t. 
Other Legal Considerations: The COAR report recannends that AHA ez:plore or 
establish separately incorporated entities to further the mission.• of the 
association in two areas -- (1) non-dues revenue and (2) credetttiaJing. 
-1. In connection with its proposal for ANA to enhance the generation of non.-
dues revenue, the COAR report recomnends that ANA evaluate the feasibility of 
,a separate, free standing entity.with an appropriate goveT!Wlce structure. 
The study of establishing the entity should take into account the reasons 1DOst 
often set forth as reasons for a tax-exempt entit.y establishing a for-profit 
· subsidiary corporation. 
First, use of a for..;p~ofit subsidiary can eliminate the threat to a parent 
· corporation's tax-exempt s_tatus that. may be occasioned by unrelated .business 
income. Non..;dues revenue which is not related to the tax-exempt purposes of 
.an organization .is deemed taxable unrelated business incame·by the Internal 
· Revenue Service. When the · amount of . unrelated business incame approaches SO% 
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Recommendations of the ANA Commission on Organizational Assessment and Renewal 
propose certain changes in the structure and functions of the American Nurses'. 
Association. This report is an analysis of the legal implications of the 
changes that COAR proposes. 
Corporate Law: ANA is a not-for-profit corporation organized under the laws 
of the District of Columbia. The relevant statute does not prescribe the 
manner in which a not-for-profit corporation is structured other than 
requiring that the corporation have officers. a board of directors and bylaws 
for the regulation of the affairs of the corporation. The functional 
requirement is that the corporation be organized and operated for purposes 
which are recognized as tax-exempt. 
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in ANA engaging in activities other than ~hose which are recognized as 
appropriate for a tax-exempt organization. 
Tax Law: ANA is exempt from federal income taxation pursuant to Section 
50I(c)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code. Changes in ANA's structure and 
function proposed by COAR will not jeopardize ANA's tax-exempt status. 
Labor Law: ANA is a labor organization subject to the requirements of federal 
labor law. The Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act contains 
provisions which impact on the governance structure proposed by COAR. A labor 
law analysis of ~OAR recommendations is provided in a·separate report. 
Other Legal Considerations: The COAR report recommends that ANA explore or 
establish separately incorporated entities to further the mission of the 
association in two areas -- (1) non-dues revenue and (2) credentialing. 
I. In connection with its proposal for ANA to enhance the generation of non-
dues revenue, the COAR report recommends that ANA evaluate the feasibility of 
a separate, free standing entity with an appropriate governance structure. 
The study of establishing the entity should take into account the reasons most 
often set forth as reasons for a tax-exempt entity establishing a for-profit subsidiary corporation. 
First. use of a for-pr,ofit subsidiary can eliminate the threat to a parent 
corporation's tax-exempt status that may be occasioned by unrelated business 
income. Non-dues revenue which is not related to the tax-exempt purposes of 
an organization is deemed taxable unrelated business income by the Internal 
Revenue Service. When the amo_unt of unrelated business income approaches 50% 
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of the amcnmt of all revenue of a tax-~empt organization. the W may 
question whether or not .the organization is operated for a tax-exempt purpose. 
Use of .a for-profit subsidiary allows a tax"."exemptorgatiization to pursue non-
dues revenue which may be unrelated business income without placing its tax-
uempt status at issue with the IRS. 
Second, a separately incorporated for"."profit subsidiary insulates the parent 
tax-exempt organization from liability which may arise from activities which 
are undertaken to generate non-dues revenue. In many instances, the business 
of pursuing non-dues revenue is of a character that is more likely ~o result 
in litigation and liability than are tu-exempt ac_tivitie.s. The parent tax-
ezempt organization is not liable for the debts of a sel:'arately incorporated 
£OT-profit subsidiary; the exposure of the parent is limited to the 
contribution it has made to the subsidiary's capital structure. 
Third, establishing a for-profit subsidiary facilitates an accurate accounting of the cost incurred to generate income. Where a tax-exempt organization 
pursues both tax-exempt and unrelated business income act:ivities, it is 
difficult to allocate expenses related to both types of activities, and an IRS 
audit often involves questions of what expenses may properly be allocated to 
.offset unrelated income. Use of a subsidiary can serve to promote an accurate 
accOUDting of expenses by isolating costs incurred in generating non-dues and 
unrelated income. 
Fourth, use of a subsidiary to pursue non-dues income may be a more efficient 
way to do business. A tax-exempt organization is most concerned with 
activities re-lated to the purposes for which it was formed: Establishing a 
subsidiary corporation to pursue non-dues income frees the parent from direct 
involvement in activities of secondary importance, while setting in place an 
entity which can focus its attention on non-dues revenue generation. 
Disadvantages of forming a subsidiary include (1) the loss by the parent 
corporation of direct control over the activities conducted by the subsidiary, 
and (2) the cost in forming. maintaining and providing for the governance of a 
subsidiary corporation. It should also be noted that there is no legal reason 
which compels ANA to establish a separately incorporated subsidiary to conduct 
noo~dues revenue programs; the amount of unrelated business income generated 
by ANA does not approach the level at which the IRS will question IRS tax-
exempt status. However, if a subsidiary were· in place, ANA would have 
~icipated the potential problem of the growth of unrelated business income. 
7his advantage and the other advantages outlined above should be weighed 
.agains~ the loss of direct control and possible added costs of faming and 
•intaining a subsidiary. 
2. The COAR report recommends that ANA establish a separately incorporated 
entity to handle credentialing matters. The COAR report contemplates, 
although it is listed as a detail which must be clarified, that the ANA.Board _ 
of Directors will appoint the governing board of the credentialing 
organization. The ANA will retain authority for setting standards related to 
nursing education and practice. The credentialing organization will he 
autonomous with regard to operational policies and practices related to 
credentialing, and accountable in other matters to the. administrative 
structure of ANA. 
Two legal points inherent in the recommendation for a separately incorporated 
credentialing center -- (1) that the center may be deemed a subsidiary of ANA 
by virtue of ANA's power to appoint the center's goveming board. and (2) that 
the revenues of the separately incorporated not-for-profit credentialing 
center will not be available to ANA except in exchange for services -- have 
been taken into account by COAR in fashioning its recnnmiendation. 
M:dmb.800 
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· AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION . . 
· Report . on Labor law Analysis of Reconmendations .. of 
ANA Comissfon 011 Organizational Assessment and Renewal (COAR) 
This report is to provide a labor law analysis of the rec011111endations of the ANA 
COIIIDission on Organizational Assessment and Renewal. (hereafter COAR). This 
analysis proceeds along the following fonnat: identification of premises, 
citation of major requirements·of labor law, analysis of specific issues and 
rec011111endations for consistency with applicable law. A conclusion will address 
questions raised by the analysis. Analysis of the specific rec011111endations will 
include those issues identified by the Board of Directors and other rec011111enda-
tions which are impacted by labor law. 
The intent of this report and analysis is to maximize the legal justification. 
and basis for implementation of the reco11111endations as presented. 
Where·inconsistency with applicable labor law is noted, there will be an assess-
ment of the estimated degree of risk involved and suggestions as to possible 
alternatives, where feasible. In the legal analysis. where statutes, case law 
or the Code of Federai Regulations (hereafter C.F.R.) apply directly to the 
specific issue they will be quoted, cited or otherwise identified. Where the 
analysis is based on assumptions, interpretation or opinion it will be stated. 
Premises: 
o ANA will remain a registered labor organization subject to federal labor 
law including the requirements of the labor-Management Reporting and 
Disclosure Act {LMRDA/Landrum-Griffin), and the Labor-Management Relations 
Act (LMRA/Taft-Hartley}. 
0 The language of both statutes, LMRDA and LMRA, will remain intact and 
consistent with the current obligations of labor organizations as inter-
preted by judicial and regulatory bodies. 
o The labor law identified and analyzed in this report applies to the activi-
ties and structure of ANA across the board and is not limited to the labor 
relations functi~ns or administrative units. For this purpose the entire 
association assumes the identity of a labor organization in compliance wi.th · ..
the law. · 
~pplicable Labor Law: 
If the initial premise identified above is not accurate; and, if ANA divested 
itself of the functions and status. of a. registered labor organization, .. the .·• 
reco11111endations of COAR could be implemented as presented except f'or. the. 
deletion of those reco11111endati0ns which relate to the functions of a labor 
organization as an integrated component of ANA. 
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If the initial premise identified above is accurate; and ANA remains a regis-
tered labor organization the following maJor requirements of labor law apply. 
Specific application of these requirements to individual reconunendations will 
follow in the analysis, and where appropriate, more detailed citations of law 
wi 11 be provided. 
0 •Evert member of a labor organization shall have equal rights and 
rivi es within such or anization to nominate candidates, to vote in 
e ect1ons or re erendums o t e a or organization, to attend member-
ship meetings and to participate in the deliberations and voting upon 
the business of such meetings subject to reasonable rules and regu-
lations in such organizations constitution and bylaws." 
(Sec.lOl(a}{l), LMRDA). 
This requirement of the LMRDA was stated in the COAR briefing paper on Criteria 
and Organizational Arrangements for Membership in SNAs (at page 44}, and in the 
COAR briefing paper on Governance {at page 62). The Supreme Court of the United. 
States has described this section of t~e LMRDA as: 
•a c011111and that members and classes of members sha11 not be discriminated 
against. 11 {Calhoon v. Harvey. 379 U.S. 134, 1964. cited at page 50 
Individual Rights Within the Union, BNA Books, 1988.) 
The second major requirement of the LMRDA is that: 
0 •A labor organization may not limit eligibility for office to partic-
ular branches or segments of the union where s~ch restriction has the 
effect of depriving those members who are not in such branch or 
segment of the right to become officers of the union. 11 (29 C.F.R. 
452.42). 
This requirement of the LMROA was also stated in the COAR briefing paper on 
Criteria and Organizational Arrangements for Membership in SNAs (at page 44), 
and in the COAR briefing paper on Governance (at pag~ 62). T~e Code of Federal 
Regulations further describes the legal theory underlying this aspect of the 
conduct of union business: 
"Union qualifications for office should not be based on assumptions that 
certain experience or qualifications are necessary. Rather it must be 
assumed that the labor organization members will exercise conman sense and 
judgement in casting their ballot. 'Congress• model of democratic union 
elections was political elections in this country.• (29 C.F.R. 452.36 
citing the Supreme Court of the United States in Wirtz v. Local 6, 391 U.S. 
at 502). 
Through this section of the law the Department of Labor cautions labor organiza-
tions that the presumjition underlying the LMRDA is that "a unions' members are 
best suited to determine whether a candidate is qualified. for office by 
expressing that detennination at the ballot box." (at page 212 Individual Rights 
Within the Union, BNA Books, 1988). 
In 1981 ANA sought and obtained the opinion of outside counsel on the creation 
of a voluntarx class of aassociate" member for retirees, part-time employees and. 
the hanaicapped or unemployed who would pay a reduced rate of dues and would not 
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be eligible to vote for or hold office in ANA. It was outside counsel 1 s opinion 
then, and current counsel 1 s opinion now, that as a voluntary, optional form of 
membership, solely within the discretion of the individual to select, and with 
the unrestricted opportunity for the individual to regain the rights of full 
participation upon payment of full dues, the plan would not be inconsistent with 
the requirements of the LMRDA. However, if the restricted fonn of membership 
was not a voluntary individual option the holding of the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the Sixth Circuit in Hodgson v. International Union of Operating Engineers 
would apply. In the Hodgson case the union was divided into a parent and three 
sub-local unions. Members of any of these subdivisions were considered to be in 
good standing under the union bylaws but only members of the parent could run 
far office. The initiation fees were higher for·membership in the parent than 
in the subdivisions, and members of the subdivision could elect to belong to the 
parent so long as they met certain job related qua1ifications. The union argued 
that the eligibility requirement was reasonable because all members could 
transfer their membership to ·the parent local by paying the higher fees and 
thereby become eligible for office. The court framed the question as "whether 
th~ right to run for union office may be packaged and sold." The Court held 
that: 
11A requirement that all candidates for union office be members of a partic-
ular subdivision of the union has no parallel in our system of political 
elections. To sell the right to run for union office as a union recruiting 
and financing technique is patently undemocratic. We hold that the 
requirement in question is inconsistent •with the Act's command to unions 
to conduct 'free and democratic' union elections 1 • 11 (Hodgson v. I.U.O.E. 
Local 18, 440 F.2d 485, 1971, CA6). 
This analysis and the conclusion in the Hodgson case is not changed by a federa-
tion of "organizational" or 11constituent" members in contrast to indivfdual 
membership. Where a labor organization is comprised of affiliated organizations 
the statutory rights of 11members 11 flow through the affiliated organizations to 
the individual persons who are their members. (Teamsters Local 1 v. 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters 94 LRRM 2089, 1976). Accordingly, the 
aright" to elect a restricted membership without vote, office, or other 
participation would be vested in the individual members of an organizational 
member and could not be waived or exercised by the organization as a whole. 
Additional citations to statutes, regulations and judicial decisions will 
accompany the analysis of specific reco11111endations. Virtually all of the 




11Ever member of a labor or anization · and 
pr1vi. eges within such organizat1on ••• 
11A labor or anization ma not limit eli ibilit for office to articu-
lar branches or segments of the union ••• 29 C.F.R. 452.42 
"Con ress' model of democratic union elections was olitical elections 
in this country. 11 Supreme Court of the United States, Wirtz v. Loca 
~. 391 U.S. at 502). 
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Analysis of Specific Rec011111endations and Issues: 
Analysis of specific rec0111Dendations and issues will focus first on questions 
and issues identified by the ANA Board of Directors, and secondly on other 
appropriate issues in the order of the COAR Summary of Recommendations with 
reference to the Issue Briefing Papers. 
o Insulation of the labor relations functions from supervisory 
influence: 
A corollary question was also posed as to the means or qualifications for 
election or appointment to the ANA Institute for Collective Bargaining. If 
state nurses' associations will continue to function as the certified bargaining 
representative of their local units; and, if ANA is not involved in the 
staffing, financing or decision making processes relative to SNA organizing of 
new bargaining units and the negotiation and administration of SNA collective 
bargaining agreements, insulation from supervisory influence under ":he 
rec011111ended structure is no more necessary than currently. 
The intent of the reconmendation requires further clarification. If the intent 
of the COAR reconmendation is that ANA, through the Institute of SNA Collective 
Bargaining Programs wilt become more directly involved in matters affecting the 
representation of local units than is now the case, t~e institute would t~en be 
required to be insulated from the_real or pote~tial 1nfluence ~f supervisory 
members of the ANA governing bodies. Insulat10n of the Institute of SNA 
Collective Bargaining Programs would have to address. issues of go~ernance, 
finances staff and eligibility to ~erve on the inst1tute's governing body. 
This opi~ion is based on the requirements of Section 8(a}(2) of the LMRA as 
interpreted by the courts in the cases of Sierra Vista (24J NLRB No. 6?1, 1979) 
North Shore University Hospital (724 F.2d 269, 1983) and Highland Hosp1tal (Case 
Nos. 88-4081, 88-4093, CA2, 1988) among others. 
One attempt was made by an employer in the matter of Capitol Hill Ho!oital 
{DCNA) in 1985 to involve ANA in litigation on the issue of supervisory 
influence. This effort was unsuccessful due to the separation of functions and 
·roles between ANA and the SNAs in the conduct of the SNA collective bargaining · 
program. Any change towards a more direct role by ANA in the collective bar-
gaining programs of the SNAs will require appropriate insulation of the ANA body 
so involved and will increase the risk of a challenge to ANA and the SNAs on 
this issue. At the present time, with the present division of responsibility 
and function between ANA and the SNAs the· risk is minimal. 
If the intent of the reco11111endation is such that ANA will not need insulation 
from supervisory influence based on the separation of functions and _roles in the 
conduct of SNA collective bargaining programs, the corollary question becomes 
mot. If ANA congresses, connissions or institutes are not _involyed in the type 
of activity on behalf of an SNA E&GW program or local unit which. must be 
insulated, the composition of those A~A bodies does not need_ to be ,~sulated or 
restricted and may be elected or appointed from any source w1thout risk. 
o Biennial House of Delegates: 
National labor organizations must elect their officers no less often than every 
five years. (Sec. 401(a), LHRDA, and 29 C.F.R. 452.23). There is no other type 
• 
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of labor oroanization business which must be done by the House of Delegates 
within any specified time frame. Accordingly, there is no legal risk to a · 
recommendation for a biennial House of Delegates. 
o Reduction in the size of the Hause of Delegates: 
There is no specified rule or formula designating the proper size of the 
governing body of a labor organization. It is believed that the courts and 
administrative agencies would view a reduction in the size of the House of 
Delegates in the context of the effect which the reduction might have on the 
opportunity for members to participate in the business of ANA, to vote, to 
nominate candidates, to run for office and to otherwise exercise rights under 
the LMRDA, (Sec. lOl(a)(l)). There is no indication that the courts have paid 
much attention to the number of delegates which constitute the governing body of 
other labor organizations with a much greater individual membership base than 
ANA. Accordingly, it is believed that a reduction by one-tenth in the size of 
the House of Delegates from six- hundred to five-hundred and forty delegates~ at 
the current time, would pose only minor legal risk to ANA. The aspect of 
"minor11 risk arises in that any reduction in the number of delegates will result 
in greater difficulty for the individual member to be elected as a delegate and 
in a reduction in the relative weighting of the individual member vis-a-vis the 
individual delegate. In the event of a substantial increase in the number of 
individual members, this question might deserve reconsideration. At the present 
level of individual membership, including potential organizational members. a 
five-hundred and forty delegate House of Delegates can not be said to be 
unreasonably restrictive of legal rights to participate in AHA. 
o Different rate of dues for different members: 
The LMROA, (Sec. 101 {a}(3)) provides three means for the setting of a labor 
organization dues: 
o Majority vote of delegates at a regular convention, 
o Majority vote of members in good standing, 
o Majority vote of the members of the organization"s governing 
board pursuant to express authority in the by-laws. and that such 
action is effective only until the next regular convention. 
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit has expressly h&ld that the 
LMRDA (Section 10l{a)(3)) incorporates the safeguards of equal rights to vote 
and participate in matters related to dues. (Oenov v. Musicians Local 10-208, 
703 F.2d. 1034, 1983, cited·at page 87 Individual Rights Within the Union, BNA 
Books, 1988. Accordingly, if dues are to be set by a vote of delegates. all of 
the delegates representing all of the members affected thereby must be allowed 
the opportunity to participate and vote on the question of the rate o~ dues. 
The issue briefing paper on ANA Membership and Definition of ANA Member {at 
page 40) references an 11organizational fee. 0 The "organizational fee• is the 
counterpart to constituent dues. The LHRDA does not define dues. One court has 
suggested though that dues are the •cost of membership" (Denov v. Davis. 61 LRRM 
2203, N.O. Illinois, 1966). Most courts take the position that 6 1 know it when 
I see it.• (Individual Rights Within the Union, BNA Books, 1988 at page 82). It 
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is highly likely therefore that the reconmended 11organizationa 1 fee" would be 
viewed as the cost of participation, and hence as dues which must be set by one 
of the 'three means speci_fied above subject to "equal rights to participate" by 
all deiegates represent1ng members affected thereby. Failure to meet these 
requirements would pose a great risk that ANA could be compelled to return all 
dues revenue received from members or individuals whose delegates were not 
allowed to participate and vote on the issue affecting them. 
A second part of the question related to dues addresses the concept of different 
rates of dues. Many labor organizations have di~ferent options for the payment 
of dues which result in individual members paying different amounts of dues. 
The selection of these options however must be by the choice of the majority of 
the membe~ affected ~hereby in their local unit, district or region, etc., and 
must be un1fomly ava1lable (LMRA Sec. 8(b}(2)). One of most common features of 
labor organization's alternative dues structures is the establishment of a 
base-line amount of dues and services, between the local and national union with 
additional services being available for additional fees. The local union is 
free to accept only the base-line services, or choose between the additional 
national services, and fees, or to obtain those services elsewhere at their own 
expense. 
Therefore. it is believed that the "two-tier dues formula" referenced at page 
fifty-eight of the issue briefing paper on Dues/Incentives/Other Revenues would 
pose very little risk to ANA provided that all delegates of members were . 
afforded an equal opportunity to speak and vote on the issue; and, provided that 
the alternatives are unifonnly applicable and available to all members including 
SNAs,. organizattons, constituents or other members. In the absence of the 
specified provisos there is great risk that a dues vote would be rescinded by a 
court with an order to r~fund the monies collected in the interim. 
o Relationship of Constituent Assembly to Board of Directors: 
There are no adverse labor law implications to the current advisory role of the 
Constituent .Forum to the ANA Board of Directors. If the recommended Constituent 
Assembly were to be vested with governing or policymaking authority, its members 
would be subject to the LMRDA requirement of election (LMRDA Sec. 401; 29 C.F.R. 
452.16. 452.17, 452.20 and 452.21}. Under current practice this requirement 
poses no problem as regards SHA presidents who, concurrent to their election as 
president, are also elected as their SNA delegate to the ANA Constituer,t Forum. 
The participation of non-elected, appointed executive directors, or other staff, 
does pose risk for the legality of action which might be taken by a policymaking 
Constituent Assembly. It is not believed_ that the courts would require a sealed 
chamber consisting solely of the elected representatives to a policymaking 
Constituent Assembly. However, care must be taken to ensure that the 
distinctions are clear and that non-elected participants do not vote or 
otherwise exert disproportionate influence. This could be accomplished by the 
establishment of a separate microphone for use by non-elected individuals. by 
reasonable rules specifying the extent of permissible speaking to a single issue 
by non-elected individuals and by establishment of procedures to ensure that 
non-elected individuals do not vote; e.g. prohibit voice vote, establish that 
all votes are by ballot or by hand-signal and limited to the elected 
individuals. With these qualifications in place. there would be little legal 
risk to a policymaking Constituent Assembly comprised of representatives elected 
.. -,-
by secret ballot of thefr membership and accompanied by non•voting» appointed 
individuals to assist and advise the elected representative. 
o Regional and staff nurse representation on the ANA Board of 
Directors: 
In general there is no legal risk to the designation of regional or staff nurse 
seats on the ANA Board of Directors. It is the effect.of such desianation which 
must be examined carefully. In both regards~ specificity as to the definition 
of a region and of a ••staff nurse11 is more desirable than not. Too vague a 
definition or description of a "staff nurse" or of a geographic area poses a 
high risk of objections to elections by potential candidates who might have been 
excluded from the ballot due to a 1ack of specificity or foreknowledge of the 
terms uf eligibility. The definition of 11staff nurse11 in the discussions of 
COAR and of the ANA Board of Di rectors is sufficiently specific for this 
purpose. 
' 
Likewise, the use of designated seats, while not improper per se should not 
operate to restrict all open seats in any particular election.-It is highly 
likely that such a circumstance would be viewed as an unreasonable restriction 
on the right to nominate candidates or run for office (LMRDA Sec. lOl{a}(l)). 
It is believed that, as a rough 11 rule-of-thumb,n if between one-third to 
one-half of the members of the board were determined by 11at-large11 election,. a 
legally sufficient opportunity for members to seek office would be maintained 
while allowing the remaining seats to be designated between geographic regions 
and staff nurses. Additional basis for this rec0111nendation are that guaranteeing 
representation from all regions of a national labor organization ma-y be viewed 
as more democratic than a system which might favor candidates from particularly 
dense population areas; and the overall proportion of staff n~rses to the total 
membership justifies assurance of their meaningful opportunity to participate on 
~he Board of Directors. As with all members of the board, the designated seats 
must be elected by the membership at-large or by delegates who were themselves 
elected by their membership (LMRDA Sec. 40l{d)). 
o R!presentation of federal nursing services in the House of Delegates 
W1th a vote: · 
It is not stated whether the representation of the federal nursing services with 
a vote in the House of Delegates is intended to be fo the person of one 
individual from among the chiefs of the federal nursing services, or is to be an 
individual chosen from among all federally emp,loyed nurses. If the intent is 
tha~ the representative of the federal nursing services has the right to 
nom1nate or elect ANA officers, that individual must have been elected by secret 
ballot from among the members of the organization they represent (U!RDA,. Sec. 
401~a) and (d); and 29 C.F.R. 452.22}. _It is believed to pose great risk to the 
bus1ness of the ANA House of Delegates 1f the requirement of •election from the 
members they represent•• was interpreted so narrowly as to suggest the election 
of one voting representative out of a class of five nchiefs• of the federal 
nursing services. The reason for this belief is that the resulting proportion 
of one voting delegate/representative to a group of five federal •chiefs• would 
be~ disproportionate to the relative weight of the delegates in the reduced 
House of Delegates that it is highly likely that a court would hold such a 
system of allocation to be in violation of the •equal rights" of the other 
delegates and of the hundreds of members which each of the other delegates 
represents (LMRDA Sec. lOl(a}(l)). 
In enacting the LMRDA. there is no indication that Congress intended to require 
representation in delegate bodies to reflect the proportionate numbers of 
members in each organization represented (29 C.F.R. 452.127). But, distinctions 
in representational strength among organiza~ions may not be based on type of 
employment (29 C.F.R. 452.129}. It is believed highly likely that "chief" of a 
federal nursing service would be considered a ntype of employment11 so as not to 
allow distinctions in representational strength on that basis. 
If the representative of the federal nursing services will vote for ANA officers, 
the representative must be elected (LMRDA Sec. 401 (a)(d)} and eligibility for 
the representative/aelegate position must be avai_lable to all federally employed 
nurses rather than the restrictive category of the five "chiefs. 11 Eligibility 
for candidacy as an officer or a delegate may not be so narrowly drawn as to 
render the results a foregone conclusion (29 C.F.R. 452.43). 
If the representative of the federal nursing services will be a 11chief11 of a 
federal nursing ser-,ice and will not vote for ANA officers. but will vote and 
participate in all other business of ANA. the representative does not need to be 
elected, since they will not vote for officers. However, for th~ representative 
of the •chiefs• of federal nursing service not to vote for ANA officers does not 
resolve the broader problem that distinctions in representational strength among 
delegates in general may not be based on type of employment (29 C.F.R. 452.129): 
This leaves open the possibility of a challenge to any action of the House of 
Delegates in which a federal "chiefa participated unless they were elected from 
the entire membership of the federal nursing services. It is likely that a 
court would uphold such a challenge on the basis that one delegate/representative 
of five members. based on their type of employment, would be accorded greater 
rights than would be accorded to other delegates (LMROA Sec. lOl(a){l}}. The 
same analysis applies to the reconmended provision of a voting seat in the House 
of Delegates to ANA councils. 
Options relative to representation of the federal nursing services in the -House 
of Deleg~tes are: 
o The representative is elected from among all federally employed 
nurses, who are all equally eligible to run for the position; or 
o The representative is afforded a courtesy seat with limited voice and 
the right to make reports to the house but not to vote 
... 
· It should be noted that while the American Medical Association allows National 
Medical Specialty Organizations to participate, with vote, in its governing body 
· as well as the U.S Surgeon General and Secretary of Health and Human Serv.ices; 
the AMA is not a labor organization subject to the laws analyzed here and is 
therefore free to "grant" --delegate rights, with vote, to organizations and 
unelected individuals solely on the basis of their· employment status. 
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o Relationship between "organizatianaln member and •constituent• 
member: 
This issue poses the question of labor law implications to 11organizational 
membership" within ANA and the SNAs. The reconmendation of COAR for two cat-
egories of membership; Membership A (Constituent Membership) and Membership B 
{Organizational Membership), is referenced in the Issue Briefii,g Papers on AAA 
Membership and. Definition of ANA Member (pages. 39-40). Criteria and Organiza-
tion~l Arrangements for Membership in SNAs (page 45), Control of Standards of 
Nursing Practice: Reference Groups (ANA Councils) (page 53), Dues/Incentives/ 
Other Revenues (page 58), Relationship/Linkages with Other National Organizations 
(pages 81-82). The essential characteristics of the Membership 8 category of 
"organizational membership" are: 
o defined as those organizations which meet the criteria of NOLF, 
o limited to one RN representative and one vote in the ANA Hcuse of 
Delegates 
o not eligible to vote for or hold ANA office, 
o eligible for appointment to subordinate bodies, 
o pay an organizational fee. 
The first part of this analysis will address the legal definition of 11membership" 
as it is posed by this reconmendation. Secondly, the five factors identified 
above will be reviewed in the context of the analyses of "membership" for 
consistency with the applicable law. 
A labor organization is free to determine and prescribe its own rules with 
respect to acquisition ~nd retention of membership (LMRA Sec. 8(~)(1)). "Member" 
is defined by law generally as "one of the persons constitutins :1 court, legis-
-lative assembly, etc. (In re Heafy, 247 App. Div. 277, 285 PJ.Y.S. 188). The 
LMRDA defines "member" for purposes of labor law as: 
"any person who has fulfil 1 ~d the requirements for membership in such orga-
nization and who neither has voluntarily withdrawn from membership nor has 
been expelled or suspended from membership after appropriate proceed-
ings ••• 11 (LMROA, Sec. 3( o)). 
This statutor~ deffnition ~ontrols over an inconsistent union ruling. Thus, 
where an apphcant has fulfilled the membership requirements set forth in the 
union's governing documents, the union may not lawfully refuse that individual 
the ri~hts guaranteed to all members by the LMRDA (Individual Ri1hts of Within the Un1on, BNA Boo~s. 1988 at page 63). Once a person has fulfil ed all require-
ments for membersh1p actually prescribed by the labor organization, they are a 
"member" as defined by the LMROA (Section 3(o)) even if not fonnallv admitted to 
m~mbe".'ship (Hu hes v. Local 11. Iron Workers, 47 LRRM 2734, CA3. 1961). Orga-
n1zat1ons. such as ocal unions affi iated with a national union may themselves 
be 11members'.' of the national union within the meaning of tile LMRDA, and the 
~ta~u~ory rights of "members" fl ow through the affiliated organizations to their 
rndw1dual members (Teamsters, Local 1 v. International Brotherhood of Teamsters 
94 LRRM 2089 U.S. District Court, Pennsylvania, 1976). Therefore. the statutory• 
definition of •member" in terms of "any person ••• " does not preclude organiza-
tional membership, and concurrently provides that the legal rights of "members" 
are preserved to the individual members of the affiliated organization. 
The remaining analyses of this issue will address the five specified character-
istics of Membership B (Organizational Membership). - . . 
o Other national nursing organizations that meet NOLF criteria are 
organizational members. 
Labor Organizations are free to define their criteria for membershi~. To define 
•organizational members 11 of ANA as those national nursing organizations which 
meet current NOLF criteria is a legitimate exercise of that right. There is one 
qualification to this opinion. It is suggested that the ANA House of Delegates 
adopt, as its own, whatever specific criteria for organizational membership 
which it would apply, rather than to provide that organizational membership in 
ANA may be defined by some body external to the ANA House of Delegates. Other-
wise, any change in NOLF criteria might result in an automatic change in ANA 
organizational membership without any official action by ANA. An organizational 
member of ANA might thus find itself disenfranchised from ANA by virtue of 
action by NOLF. This would pose a significant risk of a successfu1 challenge to 
ANA on this point. 
o Organizational members have one representative (RN} and one 
vote per organization in ANA House of Delegates. 
For ANA to limit the voting representative of organizational members to an RN 
would serve as a limitation on the opportunity for any non-RN member of the 
organizational member to represent the organizational member at ANA. This may 
be more of a theoretical than practical concern; but, if an organizational 
member of ANA admitted to membership a non-RN who in turn was properly elected 
by the members of the organizational member ANA would be at a relatively high 
degree of risk to deny the eligibility of that representative. This opinion is 
based on the case, referenced above, where the "legal rights to participate" 
·flow through the organizational member to the individual, and on the principle 
that distinctions in representational rights of members may not be made based on 
type of employment. If the other organizational members themselves limit their 
membership to RNs, there is no issue. 
The provision for one vote by organizational members raises some additional 
issues •. As was referenced above regarding the federal nursing services, to 
guarantee a vote to an organizational member, regardless of its size, might 
serve as the basis of a claim of disproportionate Qistinction in representational 
strength in violation of •equal rights to participate0 among and between members 
(LMRDA, Sec. lOl(a)(l)}. Given the current practice though, which is legitimate, 
to accord each SNA a mininun of delegates, regardless of their size, there is 
very little risk to ANA in this practice unless the ratio of delegate/ representa-
tive to members becomes so low as to be obviously disproportionate (e.g. 1:5 as· 
in the federal •chiefs0 }. 
Conversely, an organizational member which represents several thousands of 
individuals based en their type of employment might claim that one vote is 
unduly diluted and restrictive of their individual members• rights to participate in ANA on an equal basis with the individual members of other ANA members, e.g. 
• 
SNAs. Since organizational members would be aware in advance that ANA intends 
to afford them only one vote it seems most logical that the organizational 
member would either accept the restriction upon joining ANA, not join ANA due to 
the restriction, or withdraw from ANA if the restriction is percei•1ed as too 
onerous. In these instances there would be no risk to ANA. If the organiza-
tional member joined ANA and then sought representation on the same basis that 
is afforded to SNA members of ANA there is a medium level risk of success in 
court. ANA·wo~~l be in a stronger position in this instance if the organiza-
tional members were characterized as represen~ing professional specializations 
rather than classes of membership based on t""'" of employment (29 C.F.R. 452.129). 
This latter suggestion would probably suffice as to Critical Care Nurses, for 
example; but not as to Associate Nurses, i..a~ever, which will be discussed 
further below. The means by which organizational members will be allocated 
delegates needs resolution. 
o Organizational representatives are not eligible to hold office 
or to vote for ANA offices. 
Eligibility rules for voting, holding office, or making nominations necessarily 
divide members into two classes, granting voting, office holding or nomination 
rights to one class while denying them to the other. Accordingly, even where 
such rules are uniformly applied, they deny the equal right to nominate, vote 
and hold office. This approach ·was adopted in an early district court decision 
which he1d that a bylaw which made associate members ineligible to vote, nomi-
nate and hold office violated LMRDA (Section lOl(a)(l)}. (O'Brien v. Paddock. 
246 F.Supp. 809, U.S. District Court, New York, 1965 cited at page 54, Individual 
Rights Within the Union, 1988, BNA Books). The 1981 opinion of outside counsel,. 
referenced earlier, on the issue of non-voting associate members was based on 
the Code of Federal Regulations that: 
"a union may not create special classes of nonvoting members." 
A labor organization may.limit eligibility for candidacy and for holding office 
to members of the represented unit. This kind of limitation would not be 
considered reasonable, however, if applied to general officers such as the 
president, vice-president, recording secretary, financial secretary and treasurer 
(29 C.F.R. 452.43). A labor organization may, for a reasonable purpose, postpone 
the right to vote for a reasonable time but may not classify members in such a 
way as to deny them their voting rights perpetually (Acevedo v. Bookbinders, 
Local 25 196 F.Supp. 308, 1961). In the Acevedo case the labor organization 
mainta-ined Class A Membership of Journeymen, Artisans and Craftsmen and Class 8 
Membership of semi-skilled and unskilled worker~. Only Class A members could 
e1ect certain union officers. The court held that the system was Amanifestly 
unreasonable,. and a violation of the LMRDA (Sec. 401(e)) which provides: 
" ••• every member in good standing shall be eligible to be a candidate and 
to hold office and shall hav~ the right to vote ..... (LMRDA, Sec. 401(e)). 
The statutes and regulations on the voting and office holding rights of members 
of labor organizations are unequivocal. The Courts have spokeo clearly and 
consistently; 
o ACongress• model of democratic union elections was political elections 





Section lOl(a)(l) of the LMRDA is a 11 corrmand 11 that classes of members 
shall not be discriminated against (U.S. Supreme Court, Calhoon v. 
Harvey}. 
•A requirement that all candidates for union office be members of a 
particular sub-division of the union has no parallel in our system ••• 
and is patently undemocratic." (6th Circuit Court of Appeals, Hodgson 
v. I.U.O.E.). 
The recOIDDE!ndations of COAR speak of categories of membership; Membership A 
which may vote and hold office and Membership B which may not. Both classes of 
menbers pay monies to ANA and both participate in some manner the House of 
Delegates. As analyzed above, they are both "members" as defined by law and 
identified as such by the COAR recommendation. ANA is at great risk that the 
courts would view efforts to ·distinguish voting and office holding rights 
between •constituent members 11 and "organizational members" as an artificial 
distinc:ion without a difference for purposes of the LMRDA (Sec. lOl(a)(l)). 
A labor organization may define fts "member." But, a labor organization may not 
categorize individuals or groups as 11members 11 and simultaneously restrict their 
right ~o vote ·and to hold office. If a labor organization does not desire 
certain categories of individuals to exercise the identified legal rights to 
participate in the organization, it must refrain from associating with these 
to-be-excluded cat~ories in a membership/participatory manner. 
If COAR desires •organizational membership" in ANA, the organizational members 
and their representatives cannot be discrfminated ~gai~st in voting or: holding 
AHA office. If it is determined then that orgamzat1onal members w1ll be 
allowed to vote for and hold ANA office, the delegate/representative of the 
organizational member must be elected by a secret b?llot vote among t~e m:mbers 
of the organization (LMROA Sec. 40l(d)). If COAR 1nt~nds. that organ1zat1ona_l 
representatives are not allowed to vote or to. hold office ,n ANA, those organiza-
tions cannot be voting, participating "members" of ANA and the House of Delegates. 
The only alternative arrangements which would allow organizational inpu~ into 
ANA without the rights and obligations of the LMRDA would be the establ1shment 
of an "Organizational Fonan" as a non-policy making, advisory body to the Board 
of Directors or House of Delegates; or the granting of an organizational affiliate 
seat in the House of Delegates with limited speaking privileges and the right to 
make reports to the House of Delegates but not to vote. An "orgartizational 
form• or similar structure and an organizational affiliate seat are not mutually 
exclusive and could both be implemented as a means to attain organizational 
input into ANA. 
Relative to the organizational affiliate alternative. the right to make reports 
must be distinguished from unlimited voice and the right to make motions. Other 
than nominating, running for or holding office there are three means of membership 
participation in a labor organization: attending meetings, participating in 
deliberations and voting, (LMRDA Sec. 101 (a)(l}}. Making motions and speaking 
to the issues are intrinsic to the process of membership participation. For a 
labor organization to extend the right to attend, to speak and to make motions 
but not to vote would be viewed by law as an improperly restricted form of 
membership. If organizational affiliates are not intended to be subject to the 
LMRDA rights and obligations of membership they must refrain from the conduct of 
• 
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membership. It would be within the scope of the LMRDA for a labor organization 
to receive a report from a non•member on a topic of the non-member's specializa-
tion that is also of interest to the labor organization, and for a member or 
delegate of the labor organization to move the acceptance of the non-member's 
report or reconnnendation. It would also be perfectly appropriate and consistent 
with law for an organizational affiliate to speak upon request, based on specific 
knowledge or to clarify a report. In all regards however, the tenninology, the 
functions and the appearance of "membership" must be distinguished from the role 
of the organizational affiliate or the obligations of the LMRDA will attach. 
A fee for participation by an organizational affiliate could be set at whatever 
level is mutually agreeable, but should not be equated with 11dues• in its amount 
or in the fonnula for its detennination. If the cost of participation by an 
organizational affiliate were determined based on a formula related to constituent 
membership dues, or in fact approximated that amount, the law could view the 
cost or organizational participation as membership dues subject to the LMRDA. 
This view would be accentuated if combined with other types of membership 
participation referenced above. 
o Organizational representatives (RNs) qualify for appointment to 
task forces and other ad hoc groups. 
There are no legal prohibitions to this recommendation as applied to non-policy 
making, subordinate, advisory bodies. 
o Associate nurse organizations as "organizational members.• 
All of the foregoing analysis relative to organizational membership applies 
equally to an organization of Associate ~urses. Additionally. since Associate 
Nurses, unlike Critical Care Nurses for example, could not be argued to constitute 
a professional specialization, the prohibition on distinctions between members 
in representational strength based on type of employment would be particularly 
applicable to Associate Nurses (29 C.F.R. 452.129). 
A second issue related to the Associate Nurse is most directly applicable to the 
SNA definition of "member" but applies as well to ANA through the SNA. If the 
Associate Nurse of the future were determined by the National Labor Relatlons 
Board to be a "professional" employee as a matter of iaw and of bargaining unit 
placement; it would appear that the lines of demarcation between RNs and future 
ANs will be less clear and less exclusive in terms of scope of practice and 
relevance to overall SNA and ANA activities than is currently the case between 
RNs and "other professionals" who are included in some SNA bargaining units. As 
such, the labor law justification for an SNA's denial of membership rights to 
ANs would become much less defensible where the SNA represented ANs and RNs for 
bargaining, received fees or dues for that service and defined the AN scope of 
practice in the legislature. 
Considering the uncertain legal definition of the AN of the future much less 
their specific bargaining unit placement, the soundest legal advise is reflected 
at page 5 of the issue briefing paper on Criteria and Organizational Arrangements 
for Membership in SNAs: 
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•TIie question of reflecting a category of associate nurse membership with-in 
the governance structure of the national level of the association may be 
reopened at . such time as a substanti at number of states have en.acted a 
differ-entiated professional-associate nurse licensing system and the SNAs 
within those states choose to bring the matter before the ANA House of Delegates. 11 
The following aspects of .the COAR reco11111endations were not specifically 
identified by the Board of Directors, but do present issues of labor law. 
o Multi-state constituents. 
There are no prohibitions or restrictions in general as to the internal structure 
of a labor organization. However, if a multi-state constituent were formed its 
delegates to the national organization must be elected by secret ballot from the 
total membership of the new multi-state constituent. The law requires that all 
members, either single state or multi-state, be treated equally. Care must also 
be taken with an enlarged geographic territory of a multi-state constituent that 
conventions or- the opportunity to vote are not conducted in a remote or distant 
area of the new territory as to be an unreasonable restriction on a meaningful 
opportunity to vote or run for delegate or other office. The respective SNAs in 
a multi-state constituent would also need to revise their bylaws, file their 
revised bylaws with their annual LM forms to the Department of Labor, and 
carefully review all existing collective barg~ining agreements to ensure transfer 
of the contract as well as of the bargaining rights to the "successor" multi-state constituent. 
o Separate, free standing entity for the generation of non-dues 
revenue. 
The COAR recommendation addresses a separate, free standing entity for the 
generation of non-dues revenue with the appropriate governance structure. For 
purposes of the labor law it must be emphasized that the 11separate, free standing 
entity" must be truly separate both in its appearance on the organizational 
chart and in its actual functioning. True "insulation" of the type which would 
withstand "piercing the corporate veil" must be established and maintained. 
Lack of necessary insulation might result in what, in other circumstances, is 
termed nlaundering money." Section 302 of the LMRA requires "fair market value 11 
in any dealings between a labor organization and an employer of its members and 
is enforced by the Department of Justice as a crimi na 1 . statute. 
o Interstate agreements for collective bargaining services. 
Under the-current division of roles and responsibilities as to the provision of 
collective bargaining services there are no labor law implications for ANA in 
this issue. It is solely an SNA matter under current operations. 
0 Elimination of the resolution process. 
There are no specific requirements for the man~er in which a labor organization 
does its business. However, there must be some mechanism which assures a 
. meaningful opportunity to participate in the business of the organization (LMRDA 
Sec. lOl(a}(l)). Access to the process for submission of main or emergency 
motions is sufficient for this purpose. Care should be taken that input into 
• . A 
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the agenda or mechanism which regulates the conduct of the business of the 
organization includes access by the membership or their elected delegates. 
o Amendme,nt of bylaws to a structural minimun. 
The recommendation as presented poses relatively low risk and is legally suffi-
cient for this purpose. As referenced above. care must be taken that the 
governing documents and procedures are available and accessible to the membership, 
through their e 1 ected de 1 egates, to vote on and amend as they choose. 1'.he 
bylaws .. as the governing document, cannot legally be reduced to a 11shell" with 
true authority vested in policies not subject to review and approval by the membership. 
Conclusion 
As referenced at the outset of the analysis of Applicable Labor Law, above, if 
ANA divested itself of the functions and status of a registered labor organiza-
tion, the recommendations of COAR could be implemented as presented exceot for 
the deletion of those recoll'ITlendations which relate to the functions of a labor 
organization as anintegrated component of ANA. Assuming the p!"emise that ANA 
will remain a registered labor organization there are some decisions to make and 
questions to answer. 
While the majority of the reco1T1T1endations of COAR are in substantial compliance 
with the requirements of law, the ~eco11111ended manner of participation in ANA by 
orqanizational members, and federal nursing services, presents an inherently 
fundamental and irreconcilable conflict with the election processes required of 
labor organizations bylaw. The legal effect of these issues on the structure 
of ANA. suggests the need for serious consideration and exploration of alternative 
means of organizational participation within ANA, or the decision to_ extend full 
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ANA Comnission on Organizational Assessment and Renewal Consensus 
Building Meeting 
FROM: Lucille A. Joel, Ed.D., R.N., F.A.A.N. 
President 
DATE: February 21, 1989 
RE: Amendments to the Report of COAR 
Following are amendments to the report of COAR which have been approved by the 
ANA Board of Directors in order to resolve conflict with labor law in the 
matter of participation of organizational "members" .and the Federal.Nursing 
Chiefs and to provide sufficient detail with regard to the proposals for new 
structural units to enable their framing in bylaws language. 
The amendments are as follows: 
• 
0 At page 39 of the Report of COAR, change the recommendation from 
"organizational membership" to "organizational affiliate" so that. 
the recommendation is that: ''The AHA Bylaws be changed to •allow for 
organizational affiliates at the·national level that would be 
differentiated fna constituent membership in the following vays: 11 • 
Page 40 of the Report of COAR would be revised for conformity with 
this proposal. The text of the revised page 40 is attached and 
includes provision of a courtesy seat for a representative of the 
Chiefs of the federal nursing services • 
o The Executive Sumnary of the Report of COAR. and all other report 
language are proposed to be amended for conformity with the prior 
proposal. 
0 The operational detail of the COAR proposals regarding the Congress 
on Nursing Economics, Commission on Professional and Economic 
Security. and Institute of SNA Collective Bargaining Programs are to 
be amended to the report of COAR on the structure and financing .. of 
collective bargaining. A copy of the text of the operational 
detail, and diagrammatic scheme, is attached. 
ANA - An Equal Opportunity Employer 
- ' . . ' . . . 
At page 8 of-theBxecutive_Summary o~ the issue of Governance, 
·change the last two paragraphs to read as follows: 
· _ The ANA bylaws be amended to provide for biennial meetings 
· of the House of Delegates, and further that 
The size of the present House of Delegates be reduced by·a 
total-of ten percent_(l0%). 
Confol:11ling changes should be made throughout the balance of the 
report. 
The operational -detail of -- the. COAR proposals regarding the Congress on Nursing Practice are to be amended to the repo~ of COAR. A copy 
of the text of the operational detail, and diagranmatic scheme, is 
.attached. 
State Nurses Associations (SN.As}, 
Multi·State Constituents(s) 
(MSC)(s). and USA-Nurses overseas 
Constituents(s) (USANOC(s)) 
are ANA constituents. 
2. Constituent llle!Dbers have delegates 
at large. proportional delegate 
representation. votas in the ANA 
Rouse of Delegates and participate 
fully in the business of the House 
of Delegates. 
3. Individual members of constituent 
organizations are eligible to hold 
office in ANA. 
4. ANA delegates representing 
constituents are eligible to vote 
for ANA offices. 
S. Individual members of constituent 
organizations qualify for elected 
and appointed office, and for 
appointment to task forces and 
other ad hoc groups. 
Constituent organizations pay full 
dues assessment. 
7. The-ANA Board of Directors grants 
constituent status. 
The ANA Bylaws, be changed to allow for: 
SECTION -FOUR 
CQAll_ REPORT • 
ORGANIZATIONAL -APPILIATES 
Other national nursing 
organizations that meet specified. 
' criteria (e.g. similar to NOLF) 
may be organizational affiliates. 
Organizational affiliates have. 
one.representative (RN) in the 
Rouse of Delep.tas.ancl may mate 
reports or presentations on 
is.sues within the area of their 
interest or up6rtise.· Such 
reports may be lD0V8d for adoption 
or amendmen1= by an individual-<n". 
constituent member. 
Representatives of organizational. 
affiliates are not eligible to 
hold office in ANA. 
Representatives of organizational 
affiliates ara not eligible to 
vot• for ANA offices. 
RN representatives of 
··organizational affiliates qualify 
for appointment to ad hoc groups, 
tasJc forces, Congresses, 
Colllllissions, and. Institutes. 
Organizational affili&tes pay an 
oqanizaticnal fee for their 
participation and representation 
in ANA. and for services received. 
fr0111 .ANA. 
The ANA Board of Directors-grants 
organizational affiliate status. 
o A_representative from the Chiefs of the federal._nursingserricasto 
have a courtesy seat in the ANA House of Delegates. 
MIRICAN . .NURsB.S'· ASSOCIATION 
Amended Operational Detail of CQj.R Proposals Regarding: 
Congress on Nursing Economics, Commission on Professional 
and Economic Security and Institute of SNA Collective 
Bargaining Programs 
. . 
Conuess on Nursing lconomics: 
Definition: The Congresses on Nursing Economics and Nursing Practice shall be 
analogous organizational units in terms of structure, functions and responsi-
bilities. The Congress on Nursing Economics is an organized deliberative body 
to which the Board of Directors assigns specific responsibilities related to 
fulfilling the economic·and general we~fare functions of ANA. The Congress is 
accountable to the Board of Directors and will report through the Board to the 
House of Delegates. 
Cmiposition: The Congress on Nursing Economics shall consist of ten members 
of constituent organizations.who collectively represent required areas of 
economic expertise (e.g. macro, labor market, health care financing) and the 
· generic strands of education, research, service, human rights and ethics. Six 
members shall be elected by the House of Delegates. Four shall be appointed 
by the ANA Board of Directors from nominees submitted by constituent SNAs and 
ANA congresses, commissions, institutes. committees and councils. The chairs 
of the Commission on Economic and Professional Security and the Institute of 
SNA Collective Bargaining Programs shall be ex officio members of the Congress 
on Nursing Economics. The chairperson of the Congress shall be designated by 
the Board of Directors upon the ·recommendation of the Congress. 
Responsibilities: The responsibilities of the Congress shall be to: 
a. apply their economic expertise and knowledge of the generic strands 
of nursing education, resaarch, service, human rights and ethics to 
the work of the Congress as it relates to.nursing economics. 
b. evaluate trends, developments, and issues in the area of nursing 
economics 
c. engage in long-range policy development 
d. establish a plan of operation for carrying out and evaluating 
programs within its area of responsibility 
e. develop and adopt standards of nursing economics and general welfare 
related to employment and workplace issues of the nursing profession 
at large 
f. recommend policies and positions to the Board of Directors and the 
. House of· Delegates .. · 
g. receive and disseminate information to constituent SNAs and others 
as approved by the Board of Directors 
·. h. maintain ·communication with other. congresses and organizational 
units on matters of mutual concern . · · 
-3-. 
Responsibilities: The responsibilities of the Institute shall beto: 
a~ evaluate trends,developments and issues related to the conduct of 
SNA collective bargaining programs 
b. establish operational standards, positions, policies and practices 
for the conduct of SNA collective bargaining programs 
c. strengthen SNA. collective bargaining programs through educational, 
consultative·and publication services for members of SN.As 
'represented_ bargaining units and staff of SNA E&GSl programs: • 
d. receive and disseminate information to the collective barga1n111g 
programs of constituent SNAs and others as appropriate 
e. establish a plan of operation for carrying out anci evaluating 
pr9grams within its .a.rea of responsibility 
Details Needed for Clarification. 
The work of the Congress on Nursing Economics will be enhanced to the. degree 
that there is interaction between the Conmissfon on Economic and Professional 
Security and the Institute of SNA Collective Bargaining Programs. Clarity of 
the respective roles and relationships will evolve over 'ti.me~ 
JAR:LDM:coarpsu2.mem 
address and respond to concerns related to equal opportunity and 
human rights . · · 
assume other responsibilities as assigned by the Board of Directors 
Ccwriss-fon an Econoaic and Profession.al. Security: 
Definition: · The Com:nisaion on Economic and Professional Security is an. 
organizational unit which develops and implements programs related to the 
ecoaoaic and professional security of individual nurses and groups of nurses. 
The Commission is accountable to the Congress on.Nursing Economics. 
Cc.IQ Nition: The Commission on Economics and Professional Securit}' shall 
consist of eight members of constituent organizations with expertise in 
workplace related matters such as third party reimbursement, private practice 
gmups, nursing staff govemance, individual contracts, pay equity, workplace 
safety, pensions and fringe benefits. The members of-the.commission shall be 
appointed.by the Congress on Nursing Economics. Nominees for appointment to 
the Coaaissionmay be submitted by: constituent SNAs and ANA congresses, 
commissions, institutes, committees and councils. The chairperson shall be 
designated by the Congress upon recommendation of the members of the· 
Cmnmi ssion. 






evaluate !trends, developments and issues related to the economic and 
professional security of individual nurses or groups of nurses. 
develop standards, positions and policies for recommendation to the 
Congress on Nursing Economics 
receive and disseminate information to constituent SNAs and other 
organizational units 
establish a plan of operations for carrying out and evaluating 
programs within its area.of responsibility 
assure that its policies and positions are in accordance with those 
of the Congress and of ANA. 
:Institute of SHA. Collective Bargaining Programs: 
Definition: The Institute of SNA Collective Bargaining Programs is an 
organizational unit.which develops and implements programs related to the 
conduct and development of SNA collective bargaining programs. ·ANA retains 
ac:councability for the setting of overall standards related to employment and 
workplace issues. The Institute will be autonomous with respect to the 
development and implementation of operational standards, positions, policies 
and practices related to collective bargaining. The Institute shalx otherwise 
be accountable to the Congress on Nursing Economics and to the administrative 
structure of ANA. 
Ccap,siticm: The Inst:itute of SNA Collective Bargaining Programs shall 
consist of one elected representative from each SNA or multi-state constituent 
vith a collective bargaining program, who shall be employed inanSNA 
represented bargaining unit. · 
-3-






evaluate trends, developments and issues relatedto·theconduct of 
SNA collective bargaining programs 
establish operational standards, positions, policies and practices 
for the conduct of SNA collective bargaining programs 
strengtben .. SNA collective bargaining programs through educational, 
consultative and publication.services for members of SNAs 
represented bargaining units and staff of SNA E.&GW programs. 
receive and disseminate information to the collective bargaining 
programs of constituent SNAs and others as appropriate 
establish a plan of operation for carrying out and evaluating 
pr~grams within its area of responsibility 
Details Needed for Clarification 
The work of the Congress on Nursing EconOlllics will be enhanced to the degree 
that there is interaction between the Colllllission on :Economic and Professional 
Security and the Institute of SNA Collective Bargaining Programs. Clarity of 





DIAGBAHKATIC SCBEKB OP STRUC'1'URBS 
HEt-ATED TO · NUHSING ECOHOHICS 
av;RPSS ON 
. NURSING . ECCHlfICS 
·Members of constituent 
organizations 
'?en, plus ex officio 
chairs of the Commis-
sion and Institute 
Six elected by House 
of Delegates; and 
four appointed by 
Board of Directors 
COMMISSION OH ECONCIIIC 
AND PRORSSIOHAL SECURITY 
Members of constituent 
organizations 
Eight 
Appointed by the Congress 
on Nursing Economics 
Qualifications: 
Fanctians: 
· Economic expertise 
(macro, labor market 
and health care finan-
cing) and generic 
strands of _education, 
research, service,. 
human rights and ethics 
Expertise in workplace 
related issues of economic 
and professional security. 
Such issues would include 
third party reimburse-
ment, private practice 
groups, nursing staff 
governance, individual 
contracts, pay equity, 
workplace safety, 
pensions, fringe benefits, 
etc. 
- Evaluate trends, develop-
ments and issues related 
DS'fi'.M'E OF SHA. COLLECTIVE 
BABGAINING PROGRAMS· 
Members of SNAs or multi-
state constituent with a 
collective bargaining pro-
. gram 
One from each SNA .or multi-
state constituent with a 
collective bargaining pro-
gram (28) 
Elected from each SNA or 
multi-state constituent 
with a collective bargain-
ing program 
Membership in an SNA or 
multi-state constituent 
with a collective bargain-
ing program, and employed 
in an SNA represented 
bargaining unit 
- Evaluate trends, develop-
ments and issues related to 
the conduct of SNA collec-
tive bargaining programs 
- Apply . their economic· 
expertise and knowledge 
of the generic strands 
of nursing education, 
research, service, 
human rights and ethics· 
to the work of the 
Congress as it relates 
to the economic and pro-
fessional security of indi,-
vidual nurses or groups of 
nurses. Establish operational stan-
dards, positions, policies 




to nursing economics 
- Evaluate trends, devel-
opments and issues in 
the area of nursing 
economics 
Engage in long-range 
policy development 
-2-
CCHIISSION OH mHIIIC 
AND PROlESSI<JW. SBCwllfi 
- De,,..elop standards• posi -
tians and,policies for 
recommendation to the 
Congress on Nursing 
Economics. 
- Receive and disseminate 
information to constitu-
ent SNAs and other orga-
nizational units 
EstablisF a plan of 
operation for car-
rying out and evalu-
ating programs within 
its area of responsi-
bility 
- Establish a plan of oper-
ations for carrying out 
and evaluating programs 
within its area of 
responsibility 
Develop and adopt 
standards of nursing 
economics and general 
welfare related to 
employment and work-
place issues of the 
nursing profession at 
large 
- Recol!Dllend policies.and 
positions to the Board 
of Directors and the 
House of Delegates 
- Receive and disseminate 
information to constit-
uent SNAs and others as 
approved-by the Board 
of Directors 
- Maintain communication 
with other congresses and 
organizational units on 
matters of mutual concem 
Address and respond to 
concerns related to equal 
opportunity and human 
rights 
- Assure that its policies 
and positions are in ac-
cordance with those of 
the Congress and of ANA 
lll5'tl1tJti OJ'·· SRA. mu. 
BABG&lKllC 
duct of·SNA collective bar-
gaining programs 
- Strengthen SNA collective 
bargaining programs t:hrough 
educational. consult:ative 
and publication services 
for members of SNA 
represented bargaining unitf 
and staff of SNA. E&GW 
programs 
- Receive and disseminate 
information to the collec-
tive bargaining programs of 
constituent SNAs and others 
as appropriata 
- Establish a plan of opera-
tion for carrying out and 
evaluating programs within 
its area of responsibility 
Autonomous .with respect to 
t:he · development · and imple- .· 
mentation of operational 
standards, positions, 
policies and practices 
related to collective bar-
gaining. Otherwise, ac-
countable to the Congress 
on Nursing Economics, which 
. . retains accountability for 
. the setting of overall 
standards related to 
employment and workplace 
issues, and to the 
·. administrative structure 
ANA 
• 
•• AHKRICAH NURSES ASSOICATION 
Operational Detail of COAR Proposals 
Related to Structures for Nursing Practice 
Congress of Nursing Practica: 
Definition: The Congress of Nursing Practice is an organized deliberative 
body to which the Board of Directors assigns specific responsibilities related 
to fulfilling the professional nursing practice functions of ANA. The 
Congress is accountable to the Board of Directors and will report through the 
Board to the House of Delegates. 
Ccwposition: The Congress of Nursing Practice shall consist of ten members of 
constituent organizations who collectively represent required areas of nursing 
practice expertise (e.g. standard setting, credentialling and health policy) 
and the generic strands of education, research, service, human rights and 
ethics. Six.members shall be elected by the House of Delegates. Four shall 
be appointed by the ANA Board of Directors from nominees submitted by 
constituent SNAs and ANA congresses, conunissions, institutes, committees and 
councils. The chairperson of the Congress shall be designated by the Board of 
Directors upon.the recommendation of the ~ongress. 
Kespaasihilities: The responsibilities of the Congress shall be to: 
a. apply their nursing practice expertise and knowledge of the generic 
strands of nursing education, research, service, human rights and 
ethics to the work of the Congress as it relates to nursing 
practice. 
b. evaluate trends, developments, and issues in the area of nursing 
practice 
c. engage in long-range policy development 
d. establish a plan of operation for carrying out and evaluating 
programs within its area of responsibility 
e. develop and adopt standards of nursing practice, education, research 
and services 
f. recommend policies and positions to the Board of Directors and the 
Bouse of Delegates 
g. receive and disseminate information to constituent SNAs and others 
as approved by the Board of Directors • 
h. maintain communication with other congresses, councils, 
organizational units and organizational affiliates on matters of 
mutual concern. 
i. address and respond to concerns related to equal opportunity and 
human rights 
j. 0 formulate revisions of the Code for Nurses and reconunend them to the 
House of Delegates~ and, interpret the Code for Nurses 
k. assume other responsibilities as assigned by the Board of Directors 
:Function: 
CONGRESS .. OF NURSING 
PRACTICE 
d. establish a plan of operation 
for carrying out and evalu-
ating programs within its 
area of responsibility 
e. develop and adopt standards of 
nursing practice, education, 
research and services. 
f. recommend policies and 
positions to the Board of 
Directors and the House of . 
Delegates. 
maintain communication with 
councils, ·eongress, constituent 
state nurses' associations 
organizational affiliates and 
other organizations. 
establish a plan of operation 
for carrying out its respon-
sibilities. 
assure that its policies and 
positions are in accordance with 
those of ANA. 
g. receive and disseminate information 
to constituent SNAs and others as 
approved by the Board of Directors. 
,·<•h. maintain communication with other 
Congresses, councils, organizational 
units and organizational affiliates 
on matters of mutual concern. 
i. address and respond to concerns re-
lated to equal opportunity and human 
rights 
j .:, formulate revisions of the Code · for 
Nurses and recommend them to the House 
of Delegates, and. interpret the Code 
for Nurses. 
k. assume other responsibilities as assigned 
by the Board of Directors. 
DIAGRAMKAnc SCBP'.ME OF . STRUC'l'URES 
RELATED · ro NURSING PRACTICE 
Jiiiiher: 
CXB;R&SS 01' HUBSING 
PRACTICE 




Six elected by House of _ 
Delegates; and four appointed 
appointed by Board of 
Direction 
Qualifications: 
Nursing practice expertise 
(e.g. standard setting, 
credentialling, health 
policy) 
a. apply their nursing 
practice expertise and 
knowledge of .the generic 
strands of nursing education, 
research, service, human 
rights and ethics to the work 
of the Congress as it relates 
to nursing practice. 
b. evaluate trends, developments, 
and issues in the area of 
nursing practice. 
.engage in long-range policy 
development 
COUNCILS 
Members of constituent organ-
izations 
Unlimited 
Upon application and·pa.yment 
· of affiliation fe~ 
Eligibility requirements estab-
lished by each council 
provide a community of peers 
and a principal source of ex-
pertise in areas of interest 
and serve as a forum for dis-
cussion of relevant issues and · 
concerns. 
develop standards, positions, 
and policies for recommendation 
to the Congress. 
propose the establishment of 
certification offerings and 
recommend specific certification 
requirements in an area of 
interest to the appropriate 
governance structure. 
. AMERICAN NURSES I ASSOCIATION 
Description of Process for Addressing COAR 
Friday, June 23, 1989 
6:00p.m. - 7:00p.m. 
Saturday, June 24, 1989 
8:00a.m. - 10:00a.m. 
Saturday, June 24, 1989 
10:00a.m. - 11:00a.m. 
Saturday, June 24, 1989 
2:00p.m. '-4:00p.m. 
at the 1989 House of Delegates 
Opening of the House of Delegates . . · 
A statement will be.made that the report of the 
Commission on Organizational Assessment and Renewal• 
wilr be heard in Hearing A. Any recommendations.for 
change must be presented at the hearing.in order to 
be considered in the hearing report to theHouse of 
Delegates. Recosmnendations • will be grouped. for . 
consideration according to concepts. either as ~-
motions where not related to bylaws or as proposed 
bylaws. 
COAR Forum 
Sponsored by the Board of. Directors and .. moderated by 
the ANA President with the COAR Steering Coalli.ttee 
present to respond to questions. This b an · 
educational forum to acquaint delegates and others 
with the COAR :recommendations. 
Bylaws Forum 
Sponsored by the Committee on Bylaws and moderated by 
the chairperson of the Committee on Bylaws. This is 
an educational forum to acquaint delegates and others 
with proposed bylaws., 
Hearing A 
Sponsored.by the Reference Comnittee; the bearing 
officer will be a member of the Reference Committee. 
The hearing will provide an opportunity for 
discussion and debate prior to action by theHouseof 
Delegates. Hearing A is the vehicle to be used for 
making recoomendations for change to the COAR 
proposals and bylaws proposals. Resource persons 
will be members of the COAR Steering Ccmaittee and 
the ColllDittee on Bylaws. 
House of Delegates 
Report of Hearing A - .· 
The Reference Committee chairperson will·present 
Report A to the house. The report will reflect 
discus~ion and recommendations heard in Hearing A. 
Those COAR recOJIIDelldations not relatedto bylaws and 
receiving· minimal .or no debate in the·.hearing will be 




•Analysis of the Effects of Membership Options on Variables of 
Concern• · 
:Introduced by: Margretta M. Styles, Ed.D,, R..N., F.A.A.N. 
Action: 
President:. ANA Boe.rd of Directots 
'1'he house did not adopt the recamm.endation of the Board of 
Directors that the decision on selection of membership options 
be deferred unti11988. 
In related action, the house amended Article II, Section 2c of 
the ANA Bylaws, as follows: 
Provides that each of its members either has been granted 
· a license to practice as a registered nurse or associate 
nurse in at least·one state, territory, or possession of 
the United States and does not have a license under 
suspension or revocation in any state, or has completed a 
nursing education program qualifying the individual nurse 
licensure as a first-time writer. 
The following proviso was also adopted: 
The use of the term and title •associate nurse• is meant 
to be inclusive of all titles being proposed for the 
second level practitioner of the future. The effective 
date of ANA mandating implementation of this amendment in 
each·· state shall be no more than two years following the 
'effective date of the statutory or regulatory enactment of 
the educational requirement of at least the bachelor's 
degree in nursing for the registered nurse and the 
associate degree in nursing for the associate nurse. 
Twenty-seven (27) of a possible fifty-three (53) constituents responded to the 
request for an analysis of the effects that varied membership options would 
have on their associations. Some of the respondents completed the form pro-
vided. others preferred to condense their analysis into an inclusive statement 
rather than answering each question separately. In one or two instances, 
there was negative reaction to the continuing request for information. The 
recommendation of the December Constituent Forum was interpreted by some as a 
clear indication of preference for a professional/technical membership model. 
The issue of the nature of the individual's participation was not under con-
sicleration at that time. The expectation that the board should have provided 
a abre refined analysis was also voiced. On the contrary, other constituents 
commented on the exceptional nature of the report and its utility in facili-
tating their own analysis. Yhether the questionnaire was too detailed or 
demanded an inordinate amount. of effort for completion is another issue which 
aay have effected the response rate. Several constituent states offered this 
comment and others returned the questionnaire uncompleted choosing to 
sumaarize their response in a letter of transmittal. Regardless, there seems 
to have been the need to make a final attempt for input. Thirteen (13) 
respondenes support the professional/technical model with full participation. 
One constituent state infers support of the professional model and another 
favors that model as their designated second choice. Three (3) SNAs support 
option 2 which includes both the professional and technical nurse, but in a 
model of selective participation. One state opted for the full participation 
model for both the professional and technical nurse with some provision to 
safeguard standards, and assure professional leadership, and adequate long-
range planning. Seven (7) constituents indicated no preference on the basis 
of inadequate discussion and lack of direction from their own Boards of 
Directors. One of the latter states declared themselves as unconun'itted, but 
tended in their narrative to support the professional model. Four (4) states 
saw any decision on membership options &s premature. Repetitive comments 
documented a perception of inadequate time to properly digest the study or 
fully consider the issue. 
In liil effort to verify the preference for membership, select responses to a 
questionnaire circulated by the Committee on Bylaws were reviewed. One 
question in that survey sought opinion oo whether the Committee on Bylaws 
should prepare amendments to access membership to the professional nurse 
exclusively or to both the professional and technical nurse. A second 
question requested constituents to indicate whether the associate nurse if 
included. should be allowed to participate fully or in some restricted' 
fashion. Ba~ed on a summarization of those responses, there is preference for 
the professional/technical model with full participation. Of forty-one (41) 
respondents, twenty-eight (28) support membership including the professional 
and technical nurse Twenty-five (25) wanted the participation of the associate 
to be without limitation. 
Interpretation and Recommendation 
Though no new perspectives appeared in the responses of the constituent_ 
states, certain ideas which were noted during the board 1 s discussion took on 
new seriousness. Several of these areas deserve further consideration and 
perhaps investigation. The whole issue of the extent to which a small 
organization has the ability.to influence should be considered more carefully. 
There are several examples in our experience. Though the American Association 
of Colleges of Nursing is a small organization, its influence has been 
significant. It is hard to determine whether this strength flows from the 
nature of ies members or the fact that it has an organizational as opposed to 
individual membership. Although there are state leagues for nursing which are 
based on individual membership, the National League for Nursing is constituted 
largely of organizational members. The league could be considered a small 
organization with significant influence. The American Academy of Nursing is 
another case in point. It becomes very difficult to determine whether the 
academy's image and productivity has been due to the nature of its members or 
the fact that it exists as a distinguished group under the sponsorship of the 
American Nurses' Association. 
A second area suggested for continued study is the relationship of membership 
options to the purpose, mission. and goals of the American Nurses' · 
Association. The board addressed this dimension, but some constituents 
identified a need for greater analysis. Finally. there is the issue of the 
interorganizational stress that will be created between the American Nurses• 
Association and the National Federation of Licensed Practical Nurses and the 
• 
National Association for Practical Nurse Education and Service. Conversely, 
not including all 1:he incumbents of the occupational area under our umbrella 
could stimulate new organizational development and fragmentation. Many 
respondents were sensitive to the need for strengthening role distinctions 
between the professional and technical nurse. There was a difference in 
opinion on how this could best occur. Some thought this priority could best 
be accomplished under an organizational model which allowed for both 
categories of nurses, and in which there would be guaranteed interface as a 
strategy to have these distinctions evolve. Others thought that 
distinctiveness would only evolve with organizational separatism. To a large 
degree, the latter position reflects the reasoning which has prevailed in our 
previous history as _.delegate assemblies have refused to broaden the 
membership. 
Members of the board are left with 11. nagging uneasiness that some respondents 
interpret the current SNA membership criteria as synonymous with Option III 
(Professional/technical with full participation). After a grandpersoning 
period, the choice of Option III would allow the constituent states to 
continue to offer membership to individuals with the ssme range of educational 
credentials as currently held. There would be the additional factor of a 
membership with two distinct regulatory identities, and the statutory 
credential has been a primary .source of identity for nurses. From this 
perspective, Option III is a dramatic change to a more diverse group which 
will increase in diversity with time. In reality, Option I (Professional 
Model) is the no change position which reflects consistency in the nature of 
the member and the homogeneity of the membership. 
The board is well aware of the desire of the 1986 House of Delegates to bring 
closure to the issue of future organizational membership. Though expeditious 
settling of this issue may seem desirable, it becomes questionable whether a 
decision is timely. The board suggests that the benefits of deciding at the 
1987 house be assessed from four perspectives: 
The unstable nature ,of the environment in which nursing currently finds 
itself; 
The period of adjustment that would accompany any decision; 
The comfort with the time allowed for review of the options by SNA 
membership; 
The degree to which the decision on membership options can stand alone or 
is perceived as necessary to move our nentry into practice• agen~a. 
Nursing finds itself in a volatile and precarious health care environment 
~itbin the past year situations of crisis proportions have surfaced: 
Recruitment into nursing has dramatically declined; 
Collegiate nursing programs face closure; 
Over 83 percent of hospitals report a nursing shortage; 
Significant increases are noted in the need for nurses in every setting 
with accelerated demand in community and home care markets; 
Econoaic consttaints in health care.urget nursing as a manpower 
intensive area. 
' 
'The above are but some of the circumstances which make it impossible to 
predict what the nursing workforce will look like in the year 2000. Even 
assuming the association's success in standardizing the occupation and 
upgrading educational requirements, there are too many uncontrollable 
variables to predict outcomes. Yill a membership decision help us to cope in 
this enviromnent or divert our attention from external threats? Should 
decisions on membership reflect recruitment and utilization patterns which are 
only beginning to take shape or would a membership decision help to shape 
those patterns? 
Inherent in the selection of any membership model is an inevitable period of 
readjustment in our thinking and doing. In effect, all change is not progress 
and effort invested in readjustments might be more efficiently used in 
reaching consensus on professional issues such as scope of practice and moving our statutory initiatives. It remains to be seen whether the entry into 
practice agenda and the nature of the future member are interdependent and 
contingent on one another for successful outcomes. In fact, the presence or 
absence of dependency between these issues may be the critical factor in 
deciding or postponing a decision on membership at the 1987 House of 
Delegates. 
Feedback on membership, both formal and informal, from the constituent SNAs 
has broadened the board's perspective. Time has seriously limited opportunity 
for exchange of opinion. The ultimate benefit of time would be a more 
thorough analysis, id~ntification of new perspectives, refinement of the 
options proposed, potential generation of additional options, creation of an 
extended opportunity to monitor environmental changes and to detach this issue 
from others which may introduce bias. Since only one state has a clear 
timeframe for the regulatory formalization of the professional and associate 
nurse, it may be possible to accommodate the interim needs of that state and 
others through special provisos. Whether those provisos would establish 
precedent becomes another issue. 
The ANA Board of Directors recommended the following: 
•That the decision on selection of a membership option be deferred until 











































AMERICAN NORSES' ASSOCIATION 
Report of the Board of Directors Ol'l Membership Options 
In 1985, the American Nurses• ASsociation adopted a position which proposed 
that there would be two distinct statutory categories of nursing personnel in the future. SUbsequentlYr the House of Delegates asked the Board of 
Directors to analyze the lmpa•ct that this AHA poli~ would have on future 
eligibility for membership in nursing's professional organization. In its 
analysis, the board drew fra11 historic and policy documentsr demographic 
analyses of ~e p:,tential impact of membership options on the resource 
base, programs and services of liNAr coanparative analyses of other national. 
professional organizations J analyaH of the impact: of membership options of 
ANA and SNAs as labor organizations, and SHA studies related to 
qualifications for membership. 
Reducing all of this information to simplest terms, the board considered 
four membership options, rejected the option within which individua1 SDs 
might choose to.adopt a variety of membership alternatives as too difficult 
to implement, and proposed outcome =r:lteria for assessing the adequacy of 
each cf the three options: · 
I. '!'he Professional Model retains the historic criteria for AHA 
membership - the legal credentia1 for the nurse licensed to 
practice within the full scope of professional practice (R.H.). 
II. The Prof~ssionalf!echnical Model vith selective participation 
identifies areas where policy authority is exclusive to the 
Registered Nurse. 
III. The Professional/Teehnieal Model with full participation provides 
that the future Associate Hurse will have full access to all rights, 
privileges, and obligations of professional membership, including 
-voice and vote on professional standards and control of the practice 
environment. 
'l'he board has attempted to address the following questions, with respect: to 
each of the three membership options: 
1. What will 6e the effects of each option on the S'NA membership 
pool in terms of numbers and characteristlcs of the potential 
nurse population? Will the ·pool be larger or smaller, more or 
less homogeneous? 
2. Row will the option impact transferability of membership'betveen 









































3. What is the projected membership penetration with each option 
based upon. historical trends and other factors? 
4. Bow will eac:h model effect the ability of the SNAs and ANA t:o be 
representative of the broad array of settings in which nurses 
are employed? .. 
s. a,w will each optlor. affect minority representation? 
6. lfhat will be the effect upon ARA•• interorganizational relation- · 
ships, e.g. liaison vi~ pr~essiona1 associations, other 
musing organizations, LPHorganizations, IOI, trade unions, 
etc. 
7. llbat vUl be the effect: an the association'• legislative 
arhocacy/p:)lltical action? 
a. llbat will be tbe effect. upon nursing' a efforts to achieve role 
cllfferentiation between the professional and technical nurae? 
t. a,w vlll each option affect unit deteralnation for psrposea of 
CDllecllve bargaining: and farther, bow vill NIA and SRAs need 
to atractare to protect the right.9 of those RRS and AH• they 
represent: ror collective bargaining parposea? 
10. 1br will each option iapact the organization'• ability to 





BOIi will each OPtion affect the profession's ability to control 
stancJards of msing ethics, practice, education, research, and 
eeonaalcs? 
11hat will be the effect of each option on the ability of 
professional and technical practitioners to form appropriate 
reference groups? 
Bow will each option effect association governance? 
What &.!ditionai effect might each option have on the individual 
member of the SNA, the constituent states, the national 
association, the profession, the occupational area of nursing, 
and the health care system at large? 
.. 
45 In its analysis, the board recognized that both historical trend data and 
46 legal precedent are limited and that many of the questions posed require a 
47 more-or-less subjective response. Nevertheless, the text of the report 
48 makes some conjecture and draws some preliminary conclusions regarding the 
.«9 · consequences of each membership opt_ion. 
























AMERICMI RtJRSF.S I ASSOC'IA'fiCII 
Report of the Board of Directors on Membership Options 
IHT!dJOiJC'!'~OM 
:In 1985. the American Nunes• Assoelation adopted a position Clft titllng and 
Ucensure for nursing practice which proposed that there woal4 be two 
distinct categories of nursing personnel in future. DA further 
prop;,sed that state practice atatutes diatinguiab between. the tlllD nev 
eatagories ln aat:tera of educat:ioaal reqairaeats, licensure eneimtioaa, 
legal smpe of practice, and title. Tbe .Aaerlcan llurses' AaOciat:icn. vas 
t:berefore cball.enged to reemlDe its hbtodc pcsition on • berllhip 
within ma occupationa1 envlraaaent in which there were new atatutory 
distinctions -,ng nurees. AHA'• position on titling ad llcmaure 
praricJed that all c:arrently licensed registec.:d nurses waulc! pnctice·u 
professicnal nurses and retaln eligibility for mellberablp in tbe 
professional association.. Bovever, recognizing tbat new statutoty 
distinct.ions betlleen t.ecbnlcal and professional nursing practice WOQl.c! have 
implications ror eligibility for future aeabl!rship, 1986 B0Uae 
of t,elegates directed the ARA Board of Dir~.::• to ~lop a rep:,rt 
discussing the mnaeqaenc:n of future membership optiona vit!dn which the 
.MA voald represent· either the Registered Hurse, as ls the current 
practice,. or the Registered Hurse and the Assaciate Burse.1 !be baue 
asked that the hoard report be prepared for a:msideratlon by the 1987 mm. 
Rouse of Delegates. 
'!'he 198' House of Delegates also directed the c.cnmittee on Bylaws to 
prepare amendments that would pemit SNAs to expand their membership to 
include the future Associate Hurse should the house decide that ARA would 
do so. 
27 '!'he 1987 Bouse of Delegates will the!'efore be faced with the options of 
28 retaining the current set of bylaws, which would continue to limit 
29 membership to Registered Nurses, or adopting new bylaws provisions to allow 
30 SNAs to open membership to both registered and associate nurses in the 
31 future. Both of these options will be immediately available to delegates,. 
32 so that the state nurses' associations can be clear on their membership 






Please note that the use of the generic term and title Associate Nurse 
throughout this paper is meant to be inclusive of all titles being 
proposed for the technical practitioner of the future • 
• 
l. ~OJ:Vard with statutory change and implementation. In the ease of North 
2 l>alcota# implementaUon is as imminent as 1987. 
3 
• Decisions on mabership eligibiltty to be ·made by the l987House of 
5 · Delegates demand a careful analysis of both professional and operational 
6 consequences. OVer time,. any choice of the Rouse of Delegates will 
7 influence the individual member of the SNA,. the constituent states, the 
8 asscciation, the profession, the occupational area of nursing and the 




12 Reduced to simplest teras, there are four membership options available •to 
, .. 
13 the American Nurses• Assoeialion: (1) to represent registered nurses 
lt exclasiwly through the state nurses• associations (the professional 
15 aodel), (2) to represent both registered_nurses and associate nurses 
16 through the state nurses• associations providing for selective 
· 17 participation of the Associate Harse (the professional/technical model with 
18 selective perticiP.ttion), (3) to represent both registered and associate 
19 nurses through the state nurses• associations with full. participation for 
20 the Asscciation Burse (the Professional/technical S>del with full. 
- ~1 participation), and (4) to al.law each ma to adopt one of tbe first three 
. 22 wode1s. (abed aodel). . 
23 
24 In discussiDCJ the 11isec1 aaclel (IV) the board CIOl'ISidered the fact that SClllle 
25 states had already c:bosen to require that future ambers be .. ~egistered 
26 nurses. others baa aclopted positions in support of full. participation of 
27 t.be associate nurse in t:be profHSionalorganization of the future, and 
28 others were considering positions in support of selectbe participation of 
29 t.be &SSOCiate nurse of the future. 'Ibis scenario posed aeeaingly 
30 insmaountable obstacles vis a vis tvo aajor variables of concern: the 
31 transferability of the incUridual•a Mllbership between_ and among SRAs and 
32 inconsistency in Jlellbersbip rights or responsibilities frcm state to state. 
33 'Dils muld include a laclt of clarity or inconsisuncy about the aabers• 
34 · e1igib11ity to aene in the governance structure at the nationa1 level of· 
35 the organization.. · · · · · 
36 
37 In the -case of transferability of Mllbershtp· an associate nurse lligbt 
38 participate fal.ly in one SRA yet a:>ve into another state where he/she would 
39 be ineligible to participate fully or even to bole! aellbersbip. '1'bia 
40 problea would not occur should there be uniformity across SRAs in regard to 
41 aembership requireaents:r however., it would occur if each state were 
t2 permitted to aake choices areunc! theC011lbination of ID!els z, n, and III 
43 envisioned in Medel IV • 
. -H 
45 Hypothetically, the individual associate nurse might be eligi~le to hold 
: • 46 office in one SNA; · eligible to vote for officers in another SRA and 
47 rest:ricted'frcn either privilege at the national level. SRAs wuld face 
48 difficult decisions related to vhic:b of the SHA leaders would be eligible 
49 for national office. · . . 
1 'ffle board finally agreed tnat unifo1'11ityvith regard toaembership 
2 · eligibility sho.uld be ·required in .i1 states. In doing so, the boar4 
3 recognized that abould an SHA choolle not to o:,n~ona with the llellbership 
4 'IIIOdel a&>pted by the 1987 Howse of Delegates, the SRI. aight no longer be 
5 qualified for membership in the federation. 
6 
7 'l'he four options originally considered by the b::>arl! are visualized in 
8 Figure I. Because of its decision that uniforaity should b! required the 
9 board's analysis enoompasses only options I, II, and III. 
10 
11 In 1986, the Bouse of Delegates directed the CCmaittee on Bylaws to 
12 •prepare amendments for the 1187 Bouse of Delegates that permit SRAs to 
13 expand their membership to lnc1ude the future tecbnica1 nurse.• 
. . . 
· <Fig11re I: Membership Options 
+ 
. . 
L Professional Model 
D. Professionaf/Technical Model 
with Selective Participation 
m. ProfessionaVTechnical Model. 
with Full Participation 
IV~: Mixed Model 
1 
CRITERIA P0R ASSESSIHG ADEQDAC3r OP MEMBERSHIP OPTIOHS 
2 
3 An association that is t.o be effective in prcnoting the professional and 
4 · educational advancement of nurses must have very explicit organizational 
5 characteristics. 'l'he adequacy of any one of the membership options is 












































1. ANA must be structured to anticipate and reflect changing 
health care needs and service settings, 
2 •. ANA must continue to be identified as the premier 




ANA must continue to be the primary membership organization 
for nurses through its constituent states, 
ANA must remain the USA member of the International Council 
of Nurses1 
AN1.. must be the official voice for nursing withs 
• govermnent 
other professional societies 
• national health ca.re and consumer organizations 
• general public 
• media 
6. ANA must continue to be concerned about all populations, 
including vulnerable groups; 
7. ANA :must set the ethic:a.1, educational, administrative, 
practice end econanic: standards for nursing, 
a. ANA must be recognized as the national source of aggregate. 
data related to nursing. 
In its analysis of membership options, the boartS also applied outcome 
t:riteria relevant to ANA in its relationships to lta Mllbers and other 
organizations: 
l. ANA 111ust recognize both the c::ommon and distinct interests 
of· ANA and its conat:it~nt SNAsr 
2. ANA must recognize .both the c:canon and cUatinct: interests 
of the future Registered Nurse and Associate Hurse1 
3. ANA must recognize both the common and 1Ustinct interests 




1 ,. ANAmust recognize both the c:omplementary and distinct 
2 parposes and fmictions of other nursing organizations, 
3 
f s. ANA must serve and enhance both the discipline of nursing 









CDNS!QOENCES OF MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS 
'.rhe outcome criteria outlined above led the board to focus its analysis on 
three central areas of consequence: first, the resources the association 
needs to ao its workJ second, the impact any membership option would have 





17 Any discussion of resources is ultimately reduced to the issue of numbers of 
18 members, dues, non~ues revenue, and how to accomplish the mqst with the 
·19 least. !'he analysis of the effects of the three membership options on the 
20 future membership base, finances, programs, and services of the American 






























1. Wbat will be the total nmnber of potential "individual 
'llllelllbers at a given point in the -future? 
2. What proportion of that population will become SNA members? 
3. What proportion of that population will participate 
in/support ANA programs and services? 
Projections of the Registered Nurse and As$ociate Nurse populations for the 
year 2000 were subject to several caveats. Pirst, these projecti.ons are 
based on an historical IIIOdel which may be invalid. Society is widergoing 
significant social, educational, political, and economic upheavel that 
aight radically alter both supply and demand. Beyond the choice of any 
specific model, the board recognized that the association must seize the 
opportunity and work actively to influence the outcome of manpower 
projections in what is currently a dynamic enviroJ1?ent. Despite its 
lillitations, the board chose to base projections on the histo~ic data. To 
lend additional structure to this analysis, it was necessary to assume 
there would be changes in the statutory categories of nursing personnel at 
acme specific point in the future. That point in time was arbitrarily set 
to be 1995. A full analysis of the effects of the three ~embership•options 
on ARA's Jlelllbership base, finances, programs, and services is appended as 
Exhibit I. Particularly important points "in this analysis are: 
1. In the year 2000, the potential •poo1• of SNA members will 
be 2,905,900 if both RNs and ANsmay join all SNAs1 and 














































2. In the year 2000,. at least 63 percent of those practicing 
technical nursing will be LPNs grandfathered. into the 
Associate Nurse category. Slightly more than one-thlr4 
will be graduates of t:he new associate degree programs, 
3. There.will be significant state-to-~tate variations in the 
illlpact of the professional vis-a-vis the _professional/ 
technical models on the membership base, 
4. Educational preparation, employment setting, age, and race 
are the demographic variables of significance in projecting 
future.membership penetration rates and the natur:e of the 
member: 
Membership penetration seas to be positively 
related to higher levels of educational preparation, 
e.g. a greater proportion of graduates of bacca-
laureate programs are members of SRAs than are 
grad~tes of associate d~ree programs, 
4.2 Current SNA membership is predaainantly drawn frcn 
hospital nurses in staff positions; and penetration is 
high among educators, · 
4.3 The 3~year-old and over age group is reprHentect 1n ·a 
greater proportion than exists in the population at 
large, 
4.4 While the racial/ethnic balance of SHA membership 
mirrors that of i:he population at large, over 
21 percent of currently licensed practical nuraea are 
minorities. 
4.5 '!'he current Registered Nurse p:,pulatlon is present 
in fewer numbers in the long-tem care setting, 
4.6 Eased on the historical patterns of affiliation of 
licensed practical nurses with their organizations and 
of Associate Degree graduatEs with SHAs, a 7 percent 
- penetration rate bas been assumed fer the Associate 
NW:se (as a mid-point between the ANA current 
penetration rate of 12.7 percent and the existing 
participation rates for practical nurses of SClllewbere 
around l percent)1. 
46 'ffle utilization of resources is as significant as the quantity of tbose 
47 resources. Reso·urces can be maximized by focusing on Cl0IIIIIOR goals,. by 
48 minimizing conflict and competition among members in• systea, and by 
49 planning to exploit the multi-purp:,se nature of activitie• wherever 
SO possible. This agenda is more realistic in a homogeneous environment. 
51 variations of homogeneity distinguish the lllellberahip optionsa '!be 
1 homogeneity of all RH individual members in the professional model and the 
2 bclnageneity of standud membership requirements among all SNAs in both 
3 variations of the professional/ technical mcdel. Another interpretation 
4 vculd C10ntend that hosnogeneity can derive fran unity of mission or purpose. 
5 Xt must also be noted that although proponents of the professional model 
6 argue that whatever profits the profession profits the occupation as a 
7 whole, reality may differ slightly. A professional/teehnical model would 
8 require resource investment in needs specific to Associate Nurse members. 
9 
10 lfO one option has an advantage over another in terms of a membership gain. 
11 At the least, membership penetration may remain stable with the 
12 professional option: decrease-, but be applicable to a larger market with 
13 the occapational options. More predictably, there will be some discontent 
14 and aembership loss with any option. It is difficult or impossible to 
15 project the extent to which this will occm. · ·1, 
17 What 1s clear is that during the transition period between 1986 and 1995, 
18 both AHA and SRAs will need to invest significant resources to educate 
19 registered nurses and associate nurses regarding SNA membership 
20 eligibility, access, rights, responsibilities, financial obligations, and 
21 a:>des of participation, regardless of which of the three membership options 
22 is adopted. 
23 
24 l'.Jllpact: on the lPield of Nursing 
_2_5 
26 In its analysis of membership options, the Board of Directors affirmed 
27 that, since ~ts inception in 1896, the American Nurses• Association's 
28 mission has been to pranote the professional and educational advancement of 
29 nurses. 'l'his mission was formalized in the Articles of Incorporation 
30 adopt:ed in 1917. Standards of education and practice and control of 
31 practice and settings for delivery of care, have been the major strategies 
32 to acc:omplisb that end. The development and pranulgation of policy 
33 doc™1,ts which standardize the field are internal activities which allow 
34 practice .disciplines to exercise self governance and 00ntrol. workplace 
35 issues are a 00111plementary 00ncern for nurses who are chiefly salaried as 
36 C0111pared to self employed. 
37 
38 Prem the out:set, the primary qualification for membership in the 
39 organization bas been the legal credential, Registered Nurse (R.N.}. A 
40 membership constituted exclusively of registered nurses was considered 
41 best to accomplish the organization's mission. Restricting membership 
42 eligibility created an environment where professional self-regulation 
43 according to standards established by a community of peers could flourish. 
44 'ltie fact that ·nurses have always der_ived Pt:imary identity from their 
45 statutory title was a major consideration in creating this membership 
46 eligibility requiremen~. In effect, this existing circumstance was 
47 consciously enhanced by organizational arrangements that reinforced 
48 distinctions between member and non-Jllelllber workers in nursing and allOloied a 
49 sense of peerll9e to develop. 'l'he possibility of expanding membership to 
50 include practical nurses• students, or other 00horts has been proposed on 
51 several past occasions and rejected. References appear as Exhi}?it II. 
1 Advancement of nursing as a profession is critically dependent upon the 
2 growing distinction between the professional and technical nurse. ?n. a 
3 related discussion before the 1946 house. delegates agreed to exclude 
4 practical nurses from membership on the basis that role distinctions would 
5 not evolve as quickly nor as clearly it LPNs were included in the same 
6 association with registered nurses. Conversely, many would argue that 
7 these intersecting roles 0011ld be better negotiated in an environment which 
8 includes both groups on a c:ontinaing basis. 'l'he ujor concern is that 
9 sustained blurring of professional and technical roles cannot be tolerated 
10 and may have multiple fallout effects: conflicting public image, diff\1Sion 
11 ·of organizational resources, compromised work role status, and adverse 
12 effects on interorganizatiorud liaisons. In short, a central issue in 
13 selecting a membership option is hew to move forward the distinction 
14 between the categories of future practitioners which la beginning to take· 
15 shape. 
16 
17 'l'hroughout the board's deliberations on these matters, the fact emerged 
18 that standard setting persists as the vehicle through which practice fields 
19 honor their responsibility to the public. Standards address the full: scope 
20 of practice. 'l'his full scope of pra~ice ls exclusive to the professional. 
21 '1'o expand on that logic, standards should be esUblisbed by the 
22 professional. Technical input into standards development is essential, but 
23 some would argue that policy-making authority should be reserved for the 
24 professional member. 'l'his creates the need for structurai and functiona1 
25 arrangements in the professional/technical model which place full. 
26 accc;untability for standard setting with the practitioner of professiona1 
27 nursing. 
28 
29 Interorganizational relationships are equally critical. to any practice 
30 society. As areas of practice mature and eo;rolve towards professional.ism, 
31 jurisdictional disputes are inevftable, and in fa!=t a sign of grovth. 
32 Additionally, territorial disputes over practice issues are likely to 
33 expand to inter-organizational competition for members. A decision to 
34 expand eligibility requirements to include future associate nurses could 
35 well create increased competition with other associations. 'l'here 00al.d be 
36 perceived encroachment on the memberships of Licensed Practical Nurse 
37 groups and a var~ety of trade unions. The association must: purposely pl.an 
38 for a position of strength, both real and symbolic, in its relationships 
39 with other organizations. 'ftlis arena of activity includes allied nursing 
40 and health care ~oups, and constituencies fraa the industries which employ 
41 nurses. 
42 
43 A related issue emerged as the board considered AHA'• relationship vith the 
44 International Council of Nurses (ICN). 
45 
46 'l'he Constitution of the International Council of Nurses provides that 
47 •within a 00untry, one national nurses association or federation of nurses, 
1 where neither of these exists, a separate nurses• section or chapter of a 
2 national association composed of other health workers, may become a member 
3 of ICH.• . .. 
S 'l'he American.Nurses• Association has historically been the national nurses 
6 association representing nurses in the United States in the International 
7 Council of Nurses. 
8 
9 'flle ICR currently defines nurse as a •person who has c:::ompleted a program of 
10 basic nursing education and is qualified and authorized in her/his country 
11 to practice nursing.• As a result of the position statement adopted in.1985 
12 through the Council of National Representatives, ICH has ~edefined nurse as 
13 that individual with statutory authority to practice within the full scope 
14 of nursing practice. It is expected that this definition will be included 
15 within the ICH Constitution as Criteria for Membership in 1987 or 1989. 
16 
17 'l'be ICN 1985 position statement retires the terms first-level and second-
18 level nurse and nursing and reverts to the generic terms and · 
19 nursing auxiliary for designating .two categories of nursing persoMel. 
20 The ICH advised that ICN member associations consider . 
ll associates/assistants/ auxiliaries as separate categories of members within 
22 natio~l nurse associations. 
·23 
24 'l'hepotential effects of this redefinition of nurse on ANA-as a member 
25 organization are not fully known at this time and need to be carefully 
26 studied. BONever, there are major· implications for ANA in adopting a 
27 membership option which includes both registered nurses and associate 
28 nurses. First, the Council of Nurse Representatives consists of a national 
29 representative with one vote £rem each member association. A national 
30 representative is a member selected by a member association to be its 
31 representathe, who may or may not be the president of that association, 
32 but vho meets the ICR definition of nurse. 
33 
34 .An individual associate nurse might be selected as the national· 
35 representative bit may not nfft the ICN definition of nurse. Whether or 
36 not this vould be met with challenge is unknown. Additionally., if the 
37 association lnclucles registered and associate nurses, another all RH 
38 organizatiQn could challenge ANA as the national nurses association that 
39 bolds membership in IOl. 
40 
41 '!he current ANA Bylaws state that each constituent SNA shall apprise its 
42 members of their right to attend the Congress of the International Council 
43 of Nurses. It is unclear how this right may be effected under the. mixed 
44 model {IV). While membership options I, and II would fall within ICN 
45 p:,licy, the Professional/Technical model with full participation (III) 
46 might subject ANA to question. 
47 
48 l!!Pact on AHA and SNAs _as Labor Organizations 
49 
50 Analysis of the impact of the membership options on ANA and SNAs as labor 
51 organizations focused on two major iaaues within the framework of the 
i 
.:..-
1 history and purpose of the collective bargaining progra for the 
2 organization: 
3 
4 o canposition of the bargaining unit, 
5 
6 o Rights of lllefflbers of a labor organization to participate in 
7 the internal affairs of the organization. 
8 
9 Onit Determ{nation. Discussion related to bargaining unit determination 
10 focused on principles and guidelines which the NLRB uses to place employees 
11 within bargaining units. 
12 
13 'l'he NLRB had historically determined an appropriate unit for bargaining to 
l-4 be one in which the group of employees shared a •camnnmity of interests• in 
15 the work setting. . subsequent to the 1974 extension of federal labor law to 
16 the health care industry, RNs were allowed to organize separate, 
17 exclusively RN bargaining units for reasons which included a history of 
18 separate RH bargaining and a clear •c:onaunity of interests• distinct frcm 
19 that of other health care ~ofesaionals. '1'he RLRB's 198-t decision in St. 
20 Francis II rejected the traditiona1 •community of interests• standard in 
21 thft health care industry·and replaced it with that of •disparity of 
22 interests.• 'l'he •disparity of interests• standard now requires sharper than 
23 usual differences among employees to justify separate representation. 'l'he 
24 current standard of •disparity of° interests• is -based on a mngressional 
25 committee report fran the 1974 amendments to the Rational Labor Relations 
26 Act which admonished the NLRB to avoid the proliferation of bargaining 
27 units in the health.care industry. The result of this new standard in the 
28 current labor environment has been to disallc,v separate D representation 
29 and to submerge the interests of RNs into one broadly defined un.it of 
30 health care professionals. 
31 
32 Since 1947 the National Labor Relations Act bas defined the term 
33 •professional employee• to mean any employee engaged in 110r~ (i) 
34 predominantly intellectual-and varied in character aa opposed to routine 
35 mental, manual, mechanical, or physical work1 (ii) in"VOlving the consbtent 
36 exercise of discretion and 1udgment in its performance, (iii) of such a 
37 character that the output produced or the result ac:c:omplished cannot be 
38 standardized in relation to a given period of timeJ (iv) requiring 
39 knowledge of an advanced type in a field of science or learning cuataauily 
40 acquired by a prolonged oourse of specialized intellectual instruction ~d 
41 study in an institution of higher learning or-a hospital, as distinguished 
42 fran a general academic education or fraa an apprenticeship or frc:a 
43 training in the performance of routine mental, manual or pb.ysica1 
44 processes. 
45 
46 To oi:,erationAlize the preceeding criteria, the NLRB has establ~sbecl a guide 
47 for hearing officers to use in repres~ntation_ proceedings inwlving 
48 professional employees. 'l'he NLRB guide sets forth the following questions: 
49 
50 a. Duties. Humber and classifications 
51 











































45 .. , 
c. Bc1ucation, training, ana experience requirements. 
d. Mucational background. School attended. BOW long? Courses, 
degrett. 
•• ttncNledge required to perform job. 
f. Rature of supervision. 
9. 'Rate of pay and hours of work. 
h. CCmparative analysis of. benefits and use of facilities. 
1. Jut!gllent. What independent judgment or discretion is exercised? 
Does the vork involve the consistent exercise of discretion and 
jadgaent in its perfomance? 
j. r.ature of work. Ia work pred011tinately intellectual and varied 
in character? 
t. Is the work of such a character that the output produced or the 
result •CC0111Plished cannot be standardized in relation to a 
given period of time? 
l. Does work require knowledge of an advanced type in a field of · 
science or learning custcnarily acquired by a prolonged c::ourse 
of specialized intellectual instruction and study in an 
institution of hiqher learning or hospital, as· distinguished 
frm a general academic education or frcm an apprenticeship or 
fraa training in the performance of routine mental, manual, or 
·physical process? Describe. 
•• Is. person in question, otherwise qualified, working under the 
close supervision of a prc,fessional employee in preparation for 
becoming a professional ensployee h!Jlself? 
n. Does person possess a state license or membership in a 
professional aa110eiation? If ao, des_cr:ibe. 
As can be seen frca this listing, bargaining unit: determinations are based 
on real, functioning job classifications capable of a factual, in-practice 
ccaperison to other classifications. Education, •knowledge, and licensure 
are relevant questions. '!l'he remaining factors which are solely within the 
discretion of the various ensployers are equally relevant to bargaining unit 
placeaent. 'lone of the listed factors are presumed to be predominant nor 
arellllY individually determinative ofunitplacement. All of the factor.a 
.. 
·c· .. ·· .. ·.. -• .. · .. 
,. -
• 
1 are evaluated as part of a whole, and, the NLU ia guided primarily by the 
2 nature of the employees' functions and conditions of employment: in the work 
3 place. Bargaining unit placement may be influenced by a ccmparison of 
4 educational preparation among health-care professiona1s to the extent that 
S the educational preparation determines the parameters within which the 
6 employee functions. It should be noted that while hospital based education 
1 . has always been within the NLRA definition of a •professional,• many of the 
8 other classifications now included within •a11-professiona1• bargaini119 
9 units are minimally prepared at the master's level of education. Many 
10 current RNs, who are •professionals• within the meaning of f~ral labor 
11 law, and most future ANs will have only two years or less of preparation. 
12 At the same time, many licensed technicians with four year baccalaureate 
13 preparation are placed in technical units due to the specifically 




































In the year 2000, two-third's of the practicing AH• will be· gran~athered or 
waivered LPNs with their awn history of collecthe bargaining in units o:f 
techni~al employees. However, as is the case with the current disregua 
for the history of separate RH bargaining units, it is likely that the NLRB 
will determine the unit placement of the AN of the future based on the way 
the employing facility uses the Associate Nurse rather than on their 
bargaining history. Pour varying scenarios could result in the 
determination of appropriate units for bargaining. 
Scenario one. First, RNs will 00ntinue to be considered professionals 
and the future development of the AN in the practice setting will be such 
that the NLRB deter111ines ANs to be professionals aa a matter of labor law 
and unit placement. ANs would then be included in an all-professional 
unit for bargaining which the SNA could seek to· represent:. SUch a unit 
¥Ould include both RNs and ANs as vell as the •other professionals.• 
Should ANs be included with RNs and •others• in the a11-professional unit 
for bargaining, it is likely that the RNs and ANs combined would 
constitute the major! ty. '!'he AN and RN majority would then be able to 
determine the priorities.and control the business of the bargaining unit. 
Scenario Two. '!'he second scenario ls one in which Ms will ccnt.inue to 
be c::onsidered professionals while ANs are placed in technica1 or non-
professional units for bargaining as is the current placement of LPRa. 
This scenario, therefore, sets the stage for SNAs to represent. one or 
both units. If ANsare not included in the same bargaining unit. with 
RNs, there is no duty to represent them as a m&tter of labor lav .. 
Whether ANs are offered SRA membership or alloved to participate in the 
SNA would then be solely a matter of association policy or philosophy. 
Under this scenario, RNs would probably remain in the majority in an a11-
professional unit or all RH unit. and be able to detenaine its priorities 
and ccntrol the b.tsiness of the unit:. ANs, however, would in all 
likelihood, be out-numbered by"the other technical or nan-professional 
employees. 'l'he interests of the AN would then be correspondingly 




















































continue to be c:ons:lclered professionals while Mis are placed in technical 
• or non-professional units for bargaining as is the current placement of 
U'HS. '.l'be two units, while initially separated by the NLRB, may 
nevertheless be merged by a speci.al election among the professionals. 
section 9(b) of the National Labor Relations Act prohibits the inclusion 
of professionals and non-professionals in the same bargaining unit unless 
the professionals haw, by a separate election, approved of a •mixed• 
unit. '!'be potential merger of professionals, including RNs, and 
technical., including ANs, pursuant to a Section 9b) election at a 
particular facility does not change the respective labor law 
char~erization of those employees by virtue of their decision·to 
participate in a •Jllixed• unit for bargaining. 'l'he •mixed• unit is 
created only by the choice of that specific.group of employees, is 
l!aited to that specific group of employees, does not constitute a 
reliable precedent to be imposed upon any other group of employees and 
can not be implemented or otherwise influenced as a matter of law by the 
p:,licy or preference of the national association representing any of the 
employees involved. nils scenario would maintain the numerical majority 
of the RHs and AHs fran the first scenario and would also maintain the 
specific 1abor law characterization of each cl.assification. 
Scenario !'cur. 'l'he fourth scenario poses the possibility that both RNs 
and »as could be placed in the same •technical• unit by the NLRB, and the 
SRI. could seek to represent that unit. 'l'his scenario is thought to be 
_,.t unlikely for several reasons: 
a) Regardless of the historical variations .in the scope of 
appropriate units for bargaining, RNs of all educational 
preparation and background have always been considered to be 
•professionals• by the NLRB. 
b) Sinc:e hospital based education, or its current equivalent, 
meets t:he statutory criteria for •professional• educationr an 
increase and a standardization in minimum educational 
preparation for an RH will tend to reinforce the historical 
designation of RNs as professional. 
e) !'he bargaining unit placement of the future AN may vary from 
setting to setting in 'NLJm classification of •professional• or 
•technical• due to factors not related to SNA membership-or 
eclucation. SUch variations may be attributed to employers• 
eco~lca.lly mtivated determinations as to the utilization of 
future Ms vis-a-vis other professionals and other technicians. 
The NLRB is not COlllllitted to a particular bar9ainin9 unit 
placement of a classification because of potential variations 






1 d) In at least one representation case (Michigan Nurses• 
2 Association and 'l!ldward w. Sparrow Hospital) currently peming 
3 before the NLRB, the employer has argued that current L'2Ns 
.C shoulc!be found to be •professionals• and included with RN• 1n 
s an all-professional unit for bargaining. '1'he employer has 
6 argued that ANA's position on the future AH will result. in the 
7 elevation of educational requirements and practice of current 
a LPNs to the level of a •professional• as defined by the tu.RB. 
9 '!'his argument will probably not be accepted at.the current 
10 time. That it has been advanced at all, however, supports the 
11 premise that the labor 1av status of mis as •professionals• _in 
12 the future is stable while the status of Ms in the future may 
13 be subject to fluctuation in the various work settings. 
14 
15 None of the four scenarios will necessarily serve to moderate 
16 interorganizational competition between SRAs and traditional trade unions 
17 which are looking to health care employees to supplement their lll!Slbership 
18 fraa other industries. 
19 
20 'l'he issues on which representation campaigns are based vill vary accoraing 
21 to the needs and interests of each group of employees eligible to ,rote. 
22 Full membership within the SHA may, in 9Cllle instances, tie an election 
23 issue. '!'he fourth acenariq could also cause SNAs seeking to represent a 
24 broadly defined technical unit to be perceived as raiding 110re traditional 
25 trade union jurisdiction. 
26 
27 Several steps c::an be taJcen to assure clarity in the roles of Registered 
28 Nurse and ~sociate Nurse in the future. 'J.'he Registered Rm:se must set the 
29 standard for nursing care in the clinical. setting. 'J.'he Associate HUrae 
30 must work within the delegat.ory authority of the Registered Hurse. Clear 
31 delineation of RN and AN roles may influence the bargaining unit placement 
32 of the RH and AN. However, bargaining unit c1eterminationa cannot tie 
33 predicted with certainty anc! will likel!" be made, as they have 
34 historically, on a c:nse by case basis. If the nursing profession is 
35 successful in establishing distinctions between these roles, Da or JtNs may · 
36 be.forced into different unit placements •. 
37 
38 Member Rights. '1'he National Labor Relations Act (NI.RA) and the.Labor-
39 Management Reporting and Dis"closure Act (umDA) establish and regulate the 
40 rights of employees to participate in the business of their exelasive 
41 bargaining representative. 'l'he legal rights of employees to participate in 
42 a labor organization arise simultaneous to the certification or recognition 
43 of the organization as the exclusive bargaining representative. 'Unless an 
U SNA is the •xelusive representative of a specific bargaining unit which 
45 includH ANs, the extent of participation of those ANs in the SRA ia solely 
46 a matter of association policy and philosophy and is not othe"be 
47 regulated by law. Should future SNA bargaining units include Ms, tbe 
-48 statutory requirements will applica~le and. the question will become: to 
49 what extent are ANs entitled to participate in the business of the 1cca1 
50 bargaining unit, of the SHA as their exclwslve bargaining representative, 
·. 
1 and of ANA as the federation·of SHAs? It is clear that a bargaining unit 
2 AH who is paying dues or a service fee to an SNA as a contractual condition 
3 of mnployaent will be entitled to full participation in the local 
4 bargaining unit and in the business of the SP.A to the extent of its 
5 collec:tive bargaining functions. 
' 7 It is not clear to what extent such an Associate Nurse will be entitled to 
8 participate in ANA or the SRA beyond the cx,llective bargaining function. 
9 Specific areas in question might include voting on a dues rate, voting in 
10 elections of officers and holding elective office. Federal labor law 
11 provides only that •subject to reasonable rules and regulations• in an 
12 organization's by-laws every member shall have equal rights and privileges 
13 t:o ncmlnate candidates, to vote and to hold office. The question of 
14 whether a qualification is reasonable is not a matter amenable to precise 
15 de~inition, and will ordinarily turn on the facts in each case. 'l'he 
16 Department of Labor recognizes that labor organizations may have a 
17 legitimate institutional interest in prescribing minimum standards for 
18 candidacy and office holding in the organization. Five factors have been 
19 identi~ied to be cx,nsidered in assessing the reasonableness of a 
20 qualification ~or union offices 
21 
22 1. The relationship of the qualification to the legitimate needs 
23 an4 interests of the union, 
24 
25 .2. '!'be relationship of the qualification to the demands of the 
26 anion officer 
27 
28 3. 'The impact of the qualification, in the light of the 
29 0:mgressional purpose of fostering the broadest possible 
30 participation in union affairs, · 
31 
32 4. A comparison of the particular qualification with the 
33 requirements for holding office generally prescribed by other 
34 labor organintionsr and 
35 
36 s. 'The degree of difficulty in meeting a qualification by union 
37 members. 
38 
39 1.'hese factors are applied consistent"with the dominant purpose of the LMRDA 
40 to ensure the right of members to participate fully in governing their 
41 labor organization. A labor organization may not generally limit 
42 eligibility for office to particular branches or segments of the union 
43 where such restriction has the effect of depriving those membe~s who are 
u not in such branch or segment of the right to vote·or become officers of 
45 the -union. Specific examples of reasonable qualification, depending on the 
46 circumstances and the effect of their application have includedz 
47 
48 1. Period of prior membership not td e_xceed two years. 
49 




























































3. Meeting attendance requirements~ 
4. C011pletioR of a bona-fide program of apprenticeship. 
While it is p:>ssible to fashion a legal defense to selective participation 
by ANs in the SNA, an across-the-board prohibition on voting or balding 
office would be presumed invalid until justified. 'The question of 
Associate Nurse membership therefore should include an assumption of aome 
degree of ,;,articipation in the SRA and ANA. 'l'be exact extent of an All's 
right to participation beyond the SNA E&GW component will, in all · 
likelihood, be greatly influepced by the extent to which the future scope 
of AN practice o:>rrelates to the activities of the SHA beyond the E&GH 
component. 
Caveat 
In the twelve years since federal labor lawva.a amended to include health 
care institutions, there have been at least three major variations in the 
standards utilized for determination of an appropriate bargaining unit. 
'l'he Board of Directors of the American Nurses• Association bas therefore 
concluded that the decision on future eligibility for membership can not 
turn on the fluctuating and unpredictable nuances of the labor law or other 
external influences. ~e board ls charged to -ot"ovide an informed choice of 
membership options. This charge can be a..--complished with the labor lav as 
a reference: but,, focus must be mdntained on the right of the organization 
to determine its 0'W'l\ goals and on the ability of the .American·Rurses• 
Association to attain its mission. 1.'he reader should be alerted to the 
fact that what is adequate participation by members within a labor 
organization is largely untested within the c:ontezt in which that labor 
organization is a professional organization which provides labor relations 
servic:es as one of its many programs.. · 
The board recognized that SRAs now represent a variety of individuals who 
are not registered nurses. The rights of these individuals to participate 
within the framework of the SNAs for collective bar~ining purposes has 
been protected. The rights of these individuals have not been expanded to 
include voting for officers or other participation in the governance of the 
association. However, there is a clearer distinction between the roles of 
these registered and technical and non-nurs~ professional personnel than 
there may be between the ttegistered Nurse and Associate Nurse of the 
future. 
It is possible that a bargaining unit AN might clemand full Jllelllbership and 
claim rights of participation in the SNA, based on the argument that the 
associate status is in an apprenticeship status. It uncertdn whether 
the law would provide a remedy for such a claim based on a future 
expectation. 
The exact dimensions of the future AN's rights to participate in an SHA 


























the question bu never been Utigated. 'l'he broadest definition of a • 
-Jieaber• ana the least lbllitation on acCf!sa and.participation in activities 
of the organizaticn by einployees who-are compelled to pay dues or a service 
fee to the organization will be the most defensible and the most compatible 
"1th the current intent of the labor law. As the definition of a •member• 
narrows and as limitations on access and participation increase there will 
be a mrresp:,nding increas• in the risk and in the burden upon the 
organization to justify the limitations. ~ald the AN become an 
•associate member• of an SNA, definition of riqhts and provisions for 
access to and participation in the activities of the organization must be 
carefully considered. In like fashion the rights of nonmembers who are 
represented for collecti've bargaining would be a major concern with another 
option. 
BY'LAJfS IMPLICATIONS 
Current bylaws are satisfactory to enable the profess~onal model option, 
which vould essentially continue current membership requirements. Present 
bylaws could accommodate the professional/technical no5e1 with full 
par~c!pat.!on (In) by editorially inserting the requirement of the status 
of associate nurse or the accompanying statutory title. In the selective 
pu:Uclpation a:>c!el (II) authority is exclusive to the Registered Hurse in 













































. EXHIBIT I 
A"!ERION NURSES I ASSCCIATICti 
Analysis of Mefftlership Optia'Js' Effects on ANA 's 
Membership Base, Flnances, Progral?S and Services 
A. OVeral.l RN and AN Population and .SNA Merta!.rship Pro;ections 
'!be three NsA/SNA nembership options considered in this aetc.graphic analysis are 
Option I, the Professional Model with RNs only: in all SNAs; Option n, the 
Pmfessianal/Teehnical tt:del with ms and ANs in all SNAs with selective 
participation of ANs: and Option III, the P.rofessianal/Tecbnical Medel with full. 
participation of ANs. 'Dle mixed opt;.icn, within which individual SNAs might 
choose any one of the first thJ:ee opt.ions, would have required the ~yst to 
nake such broad assmptians al:0ut SNA choices, that is was detemined that each 
SNA might better study the aggregate data and draw its own infexences. 
In order to estimate the effects far the year 2000 of the t:ln:ee ANA med:mship 
cptiais under CXlllSideration, it is :necessary to make sever.al basic ~. 
First,. both for simplicity and in the absence of any fi.J:ln P7-"0jecticns 
the actual t..iming of the changec,Yer to BN/AN licensure and titling, it is 
assurred that all stat.es cc:nvert to the t,,«) level systan in 1995. 'lhis 
assmpti.on ~ars consi~ w:i~ the Cabinet on Nu;rsiDJ :Educ:a.tion's l~ 
plan for nursin;J education. 
As a ccnsequerx::e, the nmair of ms aip].oye:1, baser! an the Divisicn of J!mdnrJ'• 
histarical pmjectian DDdel., will be 11C11e 1,822,600 1n the }'Mr 2000 (Att.ac!+ent: 
1). Jt:ue than 57 percent: (1,046,600) of these BNs will bes gtaiates of JID ar 
diplana px:cg:ca:as. fllese mr.aes are assmed to bee •re a part of the .PJ.O&s•ional 
nmsing catego:cy in 1995. .Alao in the year 2000, the:e 1iCllld be sane 1,083,300 
ANs, 63 percent of wbcm (678,500) ue IPNs assmed to l:e grmdfatbez.'9Cl as las in 
1995 (Attachnent 1) • n:a::lng the time span tetw: ?flt the UStJIIBt1 chmgec,ve.c 
in narsing eauca:tim and the ,eax- 2000 pmjectiam, acme 22,,100 .l'Na will h1l'Ve 
been educated at that level. lt>st of the &bifta in nm:1d.ng vill, at tbat t:ill!, 
lie a result of the c:banges in titlil'Jg and of the~ of Il'Ns. 
It is llli?Ortant to note, however, that the envi.rtnflent for nursing am nursing 
education is changl.n3, and the results of these changes are mt. .incatporated 
into the historic:ally-based projections. '1'he ability to :rec:r:uit students for 
B5N study has stagnated. and ncJlil appears to be declining (see Attac:h:lent 2) , 
because ncre career choices are nt:N open to yamg -..aten a:nd because the 18-24 
:tear old age group is declining .in size. 'lbe higher. educaticmal: system's 
· willingness to finance pt."tlgtams which do mt produc:e desired class sizes may 
limit the educational system's ability to adapt to- the expected changes in 
education for nursing. Qi the other ham, the danand far highly prepm:ed nurses 
in an increasingly acute, high-technology health deliveey systen may fawrabl.y 
~feet BSN enrolments if increased demands fer their sem.ces increase their 
l.JlCCJle levels relative to other nurses and relative to n::n-nursing pm•sions. 
1study of the enactnent tinetables in states that have passed legislatiat and of 
tJ:le. status of legislati.~ ~vity ai entry in other states suggests that this 
timing may be overly cptimistic. But the point made in the next paragraph is 
the sane whether the educational, titl.i.nJ and lic:ensure changes occur in 1995, 
2000, or gradually over a 10-year period beginning in 1995. 




















































Also unlao,n is the fut:m:e mm:ket demand for 5'.tm:e )Rs. ·'lhe historical 
pmjeetion 1l0del takes none of these-and many other-factors into account and 
~ore a1m::ist. certainly ~.l.y projects "the nurse supply for the ~,ear 
2000. 
1GUli, BCHEVER, CF 'ml? EDC'l' Tl:MilC CF lN TI'XLIOO ANO 
LIO!NSORE, Rm CP "DE J!'»C'.r OF NtilSS IN 'mE NM:'ICN IN 
'!FAR 2000, 'fflE INii'lAJ., EEHL!'.lS CR 'mE cxwan'l'ICN CF 'IEE NOBSE SCPPLY WILL BE 
!MrZLY 'lBE RESULT CF JIJVllC A1Si'l1G XHS, DIP.UM\ MD BQ. ~URSBS mm .'Jm: 
NORSD«; CllJ.9:D«, AND IaS m.ro ASSO::lAm 
'.J.S:BICAL NORSE CA:l:i!iD(f. 
mE. Jm'l' MSC ~, ~, IS "tl:mT 'DIE PC7.a!'NTIAL 8PCXJt.• OF sz,m. 
Wlll, BE 2,905,900 IF B0'lB BNS AND ANS MU' ,JOJN SNA, AND 1,822,600 
lF aD' BNS M&Y JOIN 'JB!IR SRA IR !Bl!! m.R 2000 1). 
• 
SNA IDBlb!rship penetration rates axe cunently the lCMeSt ar?Dng diplana and 
associate de;JD!e RNs (Attaclment 4) • I.:Mer educaticmal attaimEnt correlates 
w.i.th lower SNA mentie.rship rates. In this connection, it is iltp,rtant to note 
that the Na.tiaJal. Federati.cn of Licensed Practical Nurses (NF.LPN) has anl.y about 
7,000 nert::ers (less than l percent of ll'Ns), and the other major LPN oxganiza-
tion, the National Association· for Practica;l Nurse E'ducation and Service, bas 
sane 28,500 LPN ne?lbers, about 4 percent of the ll'N ~tian. O\rerall, only 
about 5 percent of U'Ns belcmg to the two major LPN associations. 'Ihls, because 
63 percent of ANs in the year 2000 am projected to be gramfathered U'Ns, the 
p:,tential. SNA ruenbership £ran this c:ategoey ~r :be relatively small, in . 
~e tex:ms, unless the%e is a clear perception arrcng these ANs that SNA 
11e1i ership is of significantly ll'DJ:e value than that in the ll'N oxgani.zations 
previously cpen to them. Over tine, gramfathemd ll'Ns in the AN group will be 
replaced by newly graduated ANs and associate nurses will pmbably conti."lue to 
constitute, depending on the demand far their services in the health services 
deliveey syst:en., a size.able group. 
Given this dem::,graphi.c in:fmmation an the RN and AN PQPlllatian for the year 
2000, future SNA membership may be pmjected. 1he following assumptions are 
made far these projec:tials: . 
1. ·'the overall~ 1!ellbership penetration rate anr:mg RNs will not change · 
(e.g. it remains at 12.7 percent of the enp1oyed RN p:,pulation) :between now 
and 2000; this assmption "balances• a declining tJ:em over a period of 
years in netba:ship-, as a prcportion of t:he total RN population, w.i.t:h the 
effeci:.s of :intensified mem::ership prmtional efforts which are expected to 
occur in the fmeseeable future. 
2. SNA :nenbership penetration aoong ANs, if pemitted to join the SNA in~ 
• . state, . is as&mEd to he. 7 percent of the AN population in the year 2000 (an 
appn:::oomate 40 percent ur::::rease over cm:rent membership rates for LPNs in 
existing ll'N organizations). 
2-Rei.tised projections to zeflect expected changes in education, titling and 
lioensure am beginning to be developed. A task force zmeting October 22-23, 
1986, was called at AN1l 's initiative. 'lhe purpose of this activity was to 
develop altemative projectiam to those of the Division of fibrsing based on 
·the expected future changes in nursing education, titling and licensm:e •. 'lhese 
projecticns will be forthc:aning in 1987. 
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{OP!IONS II 6 111) 
it therefore en,ean that ·the practical effect of a choice ancnq the three 
options. will be significant in the !It:ar 2000, ~t:inq diffe:ences 
in !l'eNJerShi.p of as much as 75,831 between Cption I,· and Clptials n and Ill. 
'l'HIS 33 PEiCJ:N? DIFFERmCE IN MEMBERSHII' N:UI.D, AT '.IHE 0lRR!Nl ASSFSSMEN'l' 
RATE OF $55, REStJLT IN~~ FOR AN,\ DIFFERING BY $4,170,000 
ANNtmLLY. CWERALT, DCCr-!E mn:D BE nlEN M1RE PROFalNDLY IIEi!X:1:ED; AS ':m:E SNA 
PCETI~ OF MEMIERSHlP DUES Le; L1IRD '1'l:Wl ANA •s SFJ\PE. 
B. Effects a, Individual Melmersbip ~ls 
Attachnent 6 presents estimates far mentership in iooividual 9"8 otgm'lbed. by 
regiCl'l of the coun.txy. Although these projections are neceasari.l.y ~,-
they do suggest significant differences in the effects of the choice of' member-
ship-optlons by atate. 'l'hese irJdi,ridual. SNA l!lembership pxojec:ticms axe bum en 






















































penetJ::atiCl'l rates in each SN1J:. as of July 1986. Because no state-by-state 
pmjecticns for graduations are available for ms and IPNs between 199S (the 
assumed year of c:hi!ngeover .in 1lN education, titling, licensu...~) and the }'ea?' . 
2000, it is neeessa.ey for these projections to US\ltle that this change occurs in 
the year- 2000 itself. 'lhis assaaption creates different projections for the RN-
and AN population in the year 2000. In · this case, all associate nur-...es in the 
year ~000 ax:e LPNs ~athered as ANs in that year;it is assumed that no 
associate ~s ~aduated £ran AN ~• because those progy;ams only_ 
becare ~tional 1:1 the year ~000. _ It is further assumad that AN nem:ership 
penetration ratios will be a uru.fom 7 i;:ercent ac:ross all SNAs, consistent with 
the a.ssurption for AN Jreti:>ership rates nationwide, because there is no 
experiential basis for uti.li.zin] differential membership penetration rates by 
state _for this gxcup. 
Be:ause these p.roject.icns are very c:rtm estimates, particularlv in teJ::ms of the 
AN neri:>ership by state, little confidence can be expressed in them. l.1hey do 
reflect widespread diffeJ:eneeS bet:weer. regions of the country, and between 
individual states, of the expected preval.ence of ANs (grandfathered ll'Ns) in the 
w:rkfaroe .in the year 2000. ?ll:is has a maior, differential. inpac:t an projected 
SNA menbership levels by state deJ;:endent on which ltl:!ttCership option is chosen 
as is indicated en the percentage diffrm be:b.een projected nembership levcl.s · 
under the~ membership q,t:i.ons in the last colunn of Attachment 6. 
C •. --!5?lqymnt Settin:r, Age and boe and Membership Options 
At:tachnents 7, 8 and 9 present:. esiployment setting, the. age di.strib.rt:im, and the 
racial a:np:::,sition of the Hi population (1984 data) and of the membership 
(1986 estimates). Bec:anse of sizeable non-response (ftan 47,000 to m::,re than 
74,000) in the SNA data, nenl::lersh:ip nmi::lers and percentage breakdowns 
for by cate:;ory in each attachrrent have been adjusted for non-response by 
al locating n::m.-respondents to the employnent, age and race categories ac.cording 
to the precentage distribution of respondents in ea.ch categoxy. Notable in 
these attachrrents are the fol.lowing: · 
• By enplo_ynent setting, SNA nenbership penetratiCll is quite high aoong 
educators (40.6 percent). Most inpo:rtant, b:7wewr, is the fact that the 
10.9 percent of hospital nurses who belong to an SNA represents 65 percent 
of eiployed SNA ne:rtiers, sane 110,000 RNs. 
• By age gn:,up, nurses under 35 are •under.represented" in percentage tel:fflS 
and those 35 and over are sanewhat •overrepresented" in the SNA DBttlership 
in canparison to the average for all age groups of 10.0 percent of RNs who, 
are am. Jne1TD:1rs. • . 
• By racial CCJIIX)sitiai, Sttz>. membership is quite similar to that of the 
overall ffi population. 
"lhe inplications of the etpJ.o:rsrent setting, age distribution and racial 
m14JOS.i.ticn of the RN pcpulaticm and of the current SNA nenbership on future 
membership options am difficult to specify. However, it is notable that 
18 percent of I.ms are l'DMllites (Facts About Nursing, 1985, p. 216), scne 
141,000 Il'Ns. If grandfathered as ANs, ~tion I wculd exclude this large group 






















































:av c:anpa.rison, only 8.3 percent of ms ue non-w.ites (Att.adlnent 9). Also 
notable ab:Jut the ll'N p::pulaticn in to :RNs is that 22. 5 p!!%cent of 
ll'Ns are er.ployed in nursing hales, \fflile onl!• 7. 7 percent of are splayed 
in t.hose facilities (Facts A!:x:Jut Nursing. 1985, p. 218, and Attadmem: 7) • 
l-bi.le other differences between the LPN (ini:tial future J\N) amt m p:,pa1at:ions 
coald be cited, the factors cited al::0ve awer,r to be the most praniDent ones 
f~ purposes of this analysis. 
D. Effects of Membership Options en »a P?.?f!iams and Services • 
l. Collective Bargaining 
ANA' s 1985 SNA collective barga.ining px:og!am pz:ofi.le survey i:eported 135, 781 RNs 
represented for cx,llective bargaining pm:poses. Of those repz:esented, acme 
93,000 are believed to be SNA manbers. IJl1is is nearly 50 peroe:ut of the t.otal 
SNA .membership. 
'nle collective ba%'gaining inplicaticns of the various membership options m:e 
addressed under the analysis of the inpact: of ~p c,ptiais on the mission 
of ANA as a labor organization • 
2. Ccuncil Affiliation 
As of September 1986, »a's 12 ccuncils had a total J!l!!ltlershi.p of 6,479, or 
3. 4 percent of SNA membership at the end of August 1986. Over t:he past 6 years, 
no clear trends in o::iurcil affiliation exist to pxovide a guide to pcojectirq 
future council memJerShip counts. · 
It is highly ccnjectural as t:D what CXAJnCil nenbership might be in the year 2000 
as the roles, functions and financing of councils may change and affect their 
attractiveness, or lack thereof, to 911\ naubers •. Ccu:ncils also presinahly 
carpets for ment,e.rs with specialty organi%ations, ltilose activities and • 
"pcpularity• anaq nurses specialized in the various areas cannot be cont:.mlla:1 
by ANA. -nms, because of possible changing mles and functions for councils, · 
because of e."Ct:er.'lal influezx:es an council membership beyad ~' s mmtrol, and 
because council membership is small, asS1.mptions t:hat might be made abcut fata:re: 
ccuncil affiliation pJ:0Vide no basis for choice of a ~P-option. 
3. Continuing Fducation 
Attendance at the majority of c:ntinuing edlx:atim offerings over the past 6 
:;ears has been too snail to ·prcride a guide for choice am:mg 111E[ltlbership options. 
4. Convention 
Conventiai registrations were 6,000 in 1984 and 4,671 in 1986 (these figures 
appear to include 1,000 or Dm"e catpl.il!ent:m:y--.-regist:ratials each). Minimal ~c infollMtion is available for mwe:nticn registrants, but xelatively 
few AD nurses ncM register, and one wculd expect far AN %egistrants in the year 
2fi~0 if they may join an SNA. Thus, with the possible excepticn of add!.~ 
registrants fzau those who serve a.c; educatDrs in M 14,ogl.&IS, thexe is little if 
any justification for a broad DEDi:Jership base due solely to its possible inpt.ct 
an ccnventi.on registration as conventims are mw organized. Hclever, if 























































significantly larger c:aMmtions with m:ire reg-'.&.Strations, programs, exhibitors 
and incare might be realized. Again, however, the speculative nature of these 
possibilities does not pmvide any guide to a choice ancng nembership· cptions. 
5. Political .ktion 
. 
' 
At this time, ANA has no &m:lgraphic infoi:mation on contributors to ANA-P~. In 
a crude sense, the larger the J!Embership base, the luger the potential mmiber 
of cc:ntr.ibutcrs becanes, just as was obser\-ed for SW.. nembershi:p overall. 
However, it is reasonable to believe that politie.al activity and contribltions 
among nurses, just as is true of the population as a whole: arises priltlarily 
£ran older, hi.gher-incale segnents of the population (or, for nursin;, ncre 
educated, m:,re highly paid RNs) • Without further infomation, the possible 
consequences for fund raising for political activity provide no guide for a 
choice arrcng membership options. • 
F%tm another perspective, an associatim representing mre individuals could be 
pemeived in tiashingt0n as having m:rre "cl.rut" ttµm one with fSNer individual 
11e1bexs. tis might affect ;.NA's effectiveness in lobbying and :related 
political acti,oos. 
6. Certification 
'The marlcet . for ANA •s certification programs includes all RNs, not just Sta 
11e1nrc. In 1985 there~ 17,065 applicants for certification in 17 areas; in 
1986 only 11,281, due in part to a policy change requiring the~ in order to 
sit for ~:ams in several areas. Eighty to 82 percent -of applicants actually 
take the exam and pay the full fee. A generalist certification exam in nursing 
practi.ce is to be int:r0ducad in 1988, which should favarably iJrpact the number 
o~ His sitting for examination. 
While the certification progtan has sha-m rapid growth since its illceptian, its 
early g;cowt:ll rate cannot be expected to continue. It appears reasonable to 
assare, after the addition of the generalist certification exam, that amut 1 
percent of llNS will sit for certification each year, or epprcximately 18,000 in 
the year 2000. ~•s certification pmgram is now available mly to ms. 
Because t:he pn:::g:taci Jlmkets its services to all nurses, :not just ned:lers, 
its inpact on the choice of nenbership optiais is limited. iDpact relates 
to t:he facts that SNA mem:ers xecei.ve a $75.00 diS001Jnt on the exam. fee -
otherwise payable and 1:hat 35 percent of applicants are SNA mestters, probably 
dae to . this disco,nt and to greater visibility of the piog:i:am to SNA members 
arising fran DD:re intensive marketing to them. Ove.rall, ANA certification 
progranming does not seem critically related to the choice am:ing Jl'l:!lmership 
ciptioos. 
7. · Liability Insurance 
Appmximately one-third of SNA menbers (6.:?,000) have professional liability 
insurance tlm:1ugh ~- Participation in this p:cogram in the year 2000 is 
p:oject:ed bela, for the professional and professional/tech..'lical options using 
t:wo assmptials belieYed to be "bsUparJr.• estimates: that at a mini.nun, ANA 
nt:ains the cmmnt participaticn rate (32. 9 percent) , or that successful 
marketing and insurance pr013%amrd.ng .increases the rate to 40 percent of SNA · 



































A. RN only (Option I) : 
B. m and AN (Option II) : 








'!be m anq AN c,pt:ion would therefore be expected to beb1een 25,000 and 
30,000 additional liability insurance policies in fcm:e in the year 2000 
CX1tp1red to the RN only cptiai. 'lhe financ:ial inpaet of this difference is a 
func::ti.on of the cxmnissicn ANA receives on each policy, currently less than 
!:?.SO per p:>licy. Although camd.ssion rates may change, ·the fiscal iJnpac:t of a 
choia! of option B instead of A would appear to be the q:part:uni.ty to increase 
ANA revenues by between $62,500 to $75,000 annually. ~~is net 
sufficient ·to warrant serious consideration as a part of the decision of a 
choice arcng mesnbe?::ship options. 
8. Publications 
'lbe Marketing Unit projects sales ~fas JMr1! as 250,000 itans. armuaJ.ly·by the 
year 2000 catqla.I'E!d to an estimated 184,000 ite:ts in 1986. Sales am not:. 
belie\ren to be heavily dependent on the cca;:ositim of SNA llBli:Jersh.ip because 4 
large portion of sales volurre cr::mes f%an institutials (hospitals, sdlcx>ls, etc.) 
am the sms themselves. !be .iztpact of inclusial of ANs in the SNA mentersbip 
on publication sales and illcane is, bcwever, unknown. 
E. · · Conclusion 
Fran the analysis, the irrplicatians far the size oi the asscciatial 's mentersbip 
base and its related fiscal effects are zelatively clear,. ~, practical 
amsi.derat.ions such as these need to be balanoed with ptofes;:;icmal. cc:rJCe?'JlS. 
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Table 3. Graduations am Enrollments in Initial Programs-R.N. in the 
United States, Acadani.c Years 197S-76 to 1984-85 
Diplana Associate degree 
'lbtal Percent . Percent 
nmber Nunber. of total tbnber of total 
. 
Graduations 
1 1984~85 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 82,100 11,900 14.S 45,200 55.1 
1983-84 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 80,312 12,200 · 15.2 44,394 55.3 
1982-83 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 77,408 11,704 15.1 41,849 54.1 
1981-82 ••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• 74,052 11,682 15.8 32,289 43.6 
73,985 12,903 17.4 36,712 49.6 
1979-80 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 75,523 14,495 19.2, 36,034 47.7 
1978-79 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 77,·132 15,820 20.s 36,264 • 47.0 
1977-78 •••••••••••••••••••••• •••• 77,874 17,131 22.0 36,556 46,9 
1976---77 e G • • • e e ea e e • a It•• e • • e e •.• e • • e 77,755 18,014 23.2 36,289 46.7 
1975-76 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 77,065 19,861 25.S 34,625 44.9 
Enrollments2 
1 . 
1985 •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 218,000 30,000 13.8 96,500 44.3 
1984 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 237,232 37,256 15.7 104,968 44.2 
1983 ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• 250,553 42,007 16.8 109,605 43.7 
1982 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 242,035 42,348 17.5 105,324 43.5 
1981 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 234,995 41,009 17.S 100,019 42.6 
1980 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 230,966 41,048 17.8 94,060 40.7 
1979 •••• , •••.••••••••••••••••••••• 234,659 43,651 22.9 92,069 39.2 
1978 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 239,486 48,059 20.1 91,527 38.2 
1977 ••••••••••••• ,· •••••••••••••••• 245,390 52,858 21.5 91,102 37.1 
1976 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 247,044. 56,091 22.7 91,004 36.8 
?"9liminary info;mation (not for dissemination). 
As of October 15. 
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94,363 • 39.0 
93,967 40.0 
95,858 41.5 
98,939 42.2 > 99,900 41.7 r+ ... 101,430 41.3 Pl n 99,949 40.5 ::r iii :, 
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• • .. Attachment 3 
'flbla 4. SA NM I el ship 02zpred.. to JIN· Populaticln by State, July 31, 1986 . 
State 
~•••••••••••••••••••••••• .. ••••••••••••••·o•••• 
lelahlml •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Alaska ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ari.zmla ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••• 
.lz:lr:a:nes ·. ·• •••••••••••••• - ••••••••••••••••••• a •• 
Calffi:imia ........... ••• ••••••• ••• -~ ••••• •.! •••••• 
o:.lal:'adl::) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -········· .. · ························ lle.1.a,mie: •••••••••••••••••• -••••••••••••••••••••• 










Maine ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 
.1111%ylallL •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
--································· Mic::h191ft,. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ....................................... . 











Oli.0 ••••••.••••••••••••• •••••••••••• -•••••••••• · •• 
&]Ahze •• 4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clalgcln••••••••••••••••••••••v••••••••••••••~••• 
Jtet11syl "V'mlia.. • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Jlb0de tsJend~·································· SaatbCam1ina. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Scatb lllllz:,ta ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
11\!l•msee: ..................................... •• 
~--········································ 'Dtlb ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•\lezl:ant.. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
."'Vizgin ta]...,. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Vizgin1a ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
-····································· ' 1111st Vizginf.a.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .- • • • 111..,,,,.10 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~--······································ 









































































































• Attachment 4 
Table s. · Highest Nu:rsing-J¥,ated F.duc:aticm Distrlmtian of 1984 Estima¥ 
!e;i.stexed Nurse Population , 1986 Stat.e. Nurses' Asscx:iations Menb!rshi.p , 
· and Estimated Percent of SNA Mentlers in the· R.N. Population 
Highest nursin;-related educaticm. 
!E!:!!••····························· 
Diplana••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Associate degree •••••••••••••••••• 
Baccalaureate in nursing •••••••••• 
Baccalaureate in other field ...... 
Master's in nurs~•-••••••••••••• 
Master's in. other field ••••••••••• 
Doct.ora.te in nurs1.ng •••••••••••••• 
Doctorate in other field •••••••••• 
Estimated registexed 











34,742 1 .. 8 
1,548 0.1 
4,134 0.2 





























... Includes anly registered nurses actively licensed in H:Mstb::r 1984 lb, worked. :ln the United 
2states if eaployed in nurs~ or lived in the United St:ates if not E!llployed in nursing. 
of August 31. . • 
2djust~ for ~, 10,409 for sanple data and 43,835 for SNA DBDbership data. 
based on nmt:ers adjlmted far narrcespon.:.e. • 
Percent of D'SJbers in the RN p::pll.ati.m to be imre than 100 due to adjusting for_ 
noru:esponse am. 1984 natima.l sample data to 1986 DBDbership data. · 
SCXR:m: u.s. Department of Health am !bl1all Services, Beal.th P.esa:lrces and Services 
.Administration, Bureau of ~th Professions, Divisial of H:lrsing, '1be Nurse 
Population, Findings fran the Natia,,al Sanple SUrvey of Begistered Nm:ses, Novenh!r 1984, 
June 1986: and the Alrerican Nurses' Asscciatiai, 1986. 
-· 
.-a~~~~t:i;;\:it~};}l~~f~ .. ~~;:::.·_;,~;,, · 
'fable . .fmbar1h1p 1n !!elected lll.relng (mJanJ.zat.lone and letlmab... · ,ffl:111\t of BUgil>l• 1111 who an Ml!rrtJar• 19H 
Selected nur:1!ng organization11 
limarlcan Aa110Clatlon of Crlt.lcal-<:ue "1rM8, ••••••• 
llnarlcan Aa10elation of Neuro10lence Nur1188 •••••••• ., 
IIN!rlc::an Aa-,clation of tl!rse wathet.ieta •••••••••• 
""8rlcan Auc:,plation of Q:eupaticnal Health Rll'llff •• 
An!rlcan Cl>llege of NurN-MidwiV89 •••••••••••••••••• 
~lean Nephrology tlu:188 1 Asaoclation ••••••••••••• 
lm!trlcan Society of Poat-Anesthesia N.sraea. •••• ••••. 
Aaaoc:iat.lon for Practitiooera in Infect.ton Control •• 
Aasoc:iatia, of q>erating A:lall Nurses •••••••••••••••• 
Association of Rehabilitation• Nurses •••••••••••••••• 
&nergency Nurana Aaeoalatim •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
International As90Ciatim for Entematanal 'lberapy •• 
National Aa10eiaticn of Ort:hq,,aedic Nurses ••• ••••• •• 
National Aaaociat.lm of Pediatric tllrse 
Associates ard Practitioners •••••••••••••••••••••• 
National BlacJt 'tllrsell' Aaaociation •••• •••••••••••••• 
National Intravencua 'lberapy Association •••••••••••• 
National league far Nuralng ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
National Student Nurses Assoclatim ••••••••••••••••• 
-.wax;: 'Iha Organi%ation far Cbltetric, 
Gynecologic, Neonatal a.&rse•••••·••••••••••••••••• 
Oncology Nursing Society•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SiCJ'll!I 'lhetfl Tau••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••• 
Society for Gastrointestinal Assistants ••••• •••••••• 
Nat!ooal hlsociation for Practical Nurse 
Fducatim arl1 Se.J:vice ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
National Federatlat of Licensed Practical 
1llrses, Inc ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
full participating nerbera. 
3tnc:ludes tms. 
4Includes 1,600 agency rnenbers. 
Students in RN programs. 
5rnclu:Jes students in Rf program9. 
~timated pe.n:ent of eligible ll'Ns M10 am IIIE!llb!.rs. 
Licensed 
Registered practical.', 

































peicent of Lioenaec! 
eligible Reqla- prac--
Rf1 llho ttm!d tical 



















































rol'E: 'nds tilble does not include a nlllber of other, smaller nursing organizations (such as !llreea for Laughter). 
'lllirty-six ioontified nursing organizations (excluding Ml\) have approximately 259,000 menb!rs (about 100,000 of wan, 
including stooents, belong to Si<JM 'lbeta Tau), catpared to the SNA's 188,364. 'l'hia provides a very cride nellaute of 
-belonging" behavior arrong RNs. 
'·,, 
.. I~ ..... · . . . 
• .. Attachment 7 
a. of Distribution of 1984 Estimated Btployed P.eg~ 
HDrse ·Papalat:iDn • 1986 Estimated Brployed State Nurses' Association Membership , and 
Estimated Pacent of ma Mesrt>exs in the R.N. Pcpulati.on · 








Ad~ Adj~ Adj~ Mjus~ 
Nmb!r pez:cent N\m,er percent 
Fstima~ percent of 
SNA nembers 
in the R.N •.. 
population •· 
~--......................... _,., ..... 1£4851725 100.0 169,342 100.0 ·11.4 ·, 
~-
B::,spi"l:ill. • •••••••••••••••••••• -· •••••• 1,012,096 68.1 110,075 65.0 10.9 
!IJ:csinghcme •••••••••••••••••• ••••• 115,093 7.7 4,862 2.9 4.2 
Earsing educa:ti.cm ••••••••••••••••••• 40,317 2.7 16,352 9.7 40.6 
O!nalmif'¥/plhlic heal.th ••••••••••••• 101,444 6.8 12,535 7.4 12.4 
Sb:d!mt health service-••••••••••••• 43,150 2.9 2,364 1.4 5.5 t: C Occapatianal health ••••••••••••••••• 22,893 1.5 -1,351 0.8 5.9 
Jml:l,Jataey cam. setting •• • •••••••• •. 97,388 6.6 ~,620 3.3 5.8 
( '1£~ and private duty. - •••• 31,893 2.1 2,954 1.7 9.3 
;. 
~---···••'••····················· 21,453 1.4 13,~9 7.8 (6} 
Attachment 8 
Table 9 •. Age Dist:rlbution of 1984 Estima~ ?mse Populatim1, 
1986 state Nurses' Associa.ticms Me!dJership , and Estilnated Percent of 
SNi\ Merrbers in the R.N. P0pulation 
State nurses• 
E'sthnated recr..ste:ed a.sscciations 




Ad~ .M~ Ad~ Id~ in the R.N. 
NlJnber pe:rcent Nmber pe:ccent population 
Total ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,887,697 100.0 188,364 100.0 10.0 
Urder 25 •••••••••••••••••••• 91,903 4.9 4,613 2.4 s.o 
25-29 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 292,911' 15.5 20,704 11.0 7.1 
30-34 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 344,898 18.3 31,577 16.8 9.2 
35-39 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 267,187 14.2 30,474 16.2 ll.4 
40-44 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 227,141 12.0 24,915 13.2 11.0 
4S-49 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 183,166 9.7 20,662 ll.O 11.3 
50-54 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 154,149 8.2 17,537 9.3 ll.4 
~5-59 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
( .•64 •••••••••••.•••••••••••• . . 
J and over ••••••••••••••••• 
134,215 7.1 13,732 7.3 10.2 
107,167 · S.7 · 11,064 5.9 10.3 
84,960 4.5 13,086 6.9 15.4 
1xnc:Judes all.y xegistez:ed nurses actively Jic:ensed in &Neth:.,. 1984 who worked in the United 
~August 31. .Adjusted fin wmespcnse to enpl.oyment status. · 
. 1tncludes only J:egistered nurses actively licensed in Noveni>er 1984 lil0 wrJced in the United 
2states if enployed in nm:sing or lived in the United States if mt mployed in nursing. 
of August 31. . -Jdjust.ed far ncnresp:mse to field of enpl.oyment; 207 fer sanple data and 53,011 for SNA 
~data-
CID m11ler111 adjusted far n:mespcnse. · 
label was "private practice.• May incbrle nurses in private duty. _ 
'\fat iepw: ted because of irrmsist.encies in cal:in,1 the •other• categmy. 
SXUCl:S: u.s. Departml!!nt of Beal.th and Bman Services,- Health Jfesources and Services 
Mnin¼Uatial, 8D:am of Beal.th Professims, Divis:ial of Nuxsin;J, '1be Re;Jistered Norse 
Pcpalatian, Findings £rail the Natimal Sanple Survey of Registered Nursesr lbvem1::er' 1984, 
June 19861 and the American Nurses' ~tial, 1996. 
:Adjusted for oomesponse; 37,577 for sanple data and 47,025 far~ DBEh!rshlp data. 
~t based on nuni:>ers adjusted far mnrespanse. 
&XJICES: U.S. Depart:Dent of Health. and Hanan· Services, Health 1esam:ces and Services 
Administration, Bw:eau of Health Pmfessicns, Division of Nursing, '!be Registered Nurse 
Population, Findings £ran the National Sanple SUrvey of Registered Nurses, R.>vali.e. 1984, 
June 1986; and the Anerican Nurses' Association, 1986. · 
• 
. •· ... Attachment 9 
'Dlb1.e 10. ~1£thnic Disttibut.icm of 1984 ~ted P.egistered Nurse 
Popalatiai , 1986 State Nurses' · Asscciations Membership , and Estimated 




Black.---~·-························ Hispanic •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
J r lean Indian or >tJeskan Native ••• 







Ad~ Ad~ Ad~ 
percent Nllnber percent 
1,ee1,697 .!!!!!:! 188t;364 100.0 , 
1,730,059 91.6 171,592 91.l 
75,095 4.0 8,542 4.5 
26,422 1.4 1,522 0.8 
6,.237 0.3 560 0.3 
49,884 2.6 5,131 2.7 ... . .. 1,018 o.s 
Estima~ 
pez:cent . of 
~membars 







10 .. 3 
f '.mes -an1y i:egistemd nw::ses· actively licensed in November 1984 who worJced in the United e. ;m; if arployed in IIJrSing or lived in the United States if not enployed in nursing Augast.31. • for -notD.e:a-pctke7 26,9i4 for sanple data and 74,594 for SNA·membership data. 
based an nmt.eJ::s adjusted far nom:espcnse. · 
~: U:S• Deparbent of Health and Bman Services, Beal.th Resouzces and Services 
Amrin:Jst:xat..ion, 8m!au of Health PJ:Ofessials, Divisim of Nursmg 'lhe PaJiste;ed Nurse 
Registered Ru:ses, 1984, 
. ,. 
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o · the Statements or Purpose 'Or 
- . and 
An Assessment or Trends 
for the period 
1897 - 1987 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - A BRIEF C!mONOLOGY 
From its inception in 1897 the ANA has been dedicated to the 
imi:,rovement•of the role. education and welfare of nurses. 
The establishment of state associations.of nurses was begun 
in 1903 and, by 1918, as a result of U.S. Senate legislation.; 
the ANA defined the duties of such associations. 
The Code of Ethics was adopted.in 1926 and, in 1932. a formal 
_ statement for professional nursing and the professional nurse 
was issued. 
The requirement for_training male nurses was established in 
1934 as was the.institution of Sections in thenursing 
profession. 
In 1935 the ANA began to give serious attention to the 
salaries and other employment conditions of nurses which 
culminated in-1946with a plan for a national economic· 
security program for nurses. 
In the 1950s ANA began sponsorship of a malpractice liability 
insui-ance program.for·nurses and was successful·in initiating 
compulsory Society Security coverage for private duty nurses. 
By 1954 there are Sections and Rules for eleven difFerent 
professional categories and these were required.to define 
functions, standards. etc. There is a trend toward more 
control over the.nursing profession and toward becoming.a 
major force in national. affairs affecting nursing. 
Nursing research was boosted in 1955 by the creation of the 
American Nurses' Foundation-and. in 1956 the foundation• · 
established a Committee on Research and sponsored a series ot 
nursing research conferences. 
· Additional nurse Sections were established in 1958 .. and by 
1960 there were thirteen. · 
In 1962the movement toward tighter control of the nursing 
profession continues and emphasis is given to ANA's intention 
.to.•be·. a·.m~jor force in national affairs affecting nursing;·· 
Nursing•service standards were developed in 1965. 
: In.'1966 the.ANA conducted extensive lobbying to extend the 
•·• ,Fair Labor Standards Act to nurses and to secure 
· .. ··unemployment •insurance for nurses. Minimum salaries for 
registered nurses were set also and it is recognized that the 
state associations could better provide counseling service. 
The first definitive statement on continuing education was 
issued in 1967. 
·'l':hework begun in 1935 and continued through 1946 to obtain 
economic security for nurses continued in 1970 with an 
·aggressive campaign to organize the nation's nurses. 
1972's major efforts were in the direction of nursing 
-education and research into nursing. 
In 1973 the ANA initiated its nationwide certification . 
program, and. in ··1975 published standards for education and 
continuing education in nursing. Also in 1975 a national 
system of accreditation or continuing education in nursing 
. :!S completed. 
Nursing research was given major attention in 1976. 
ANA's concern is extended to nursing service in 1976 and it 
. is taking an active role in consumer advocacy in all matters, 
affecting health care. 
By 1980 SNA's negotiated wage and fringe benefit contracts 
which were being used effectively. 
In 1982 the ANA changed its structure to that of a Federation 
of SNAs. The past emphasis toward developing a highly 
professional association of nurses now appears to show equal 
emphasis in the direction of the economic and general welfare 
or nurses and ensure a collective bargaining program for 
nurses. 
State and Federal legislation affecting nursing received much 
attention in 1983 to the degree that an Bll'Jicus brief was 
filed in the U.S. Supreme Court .. 
In 1984 education and the standards for such education were 
given the110st attention. 
By 1986 a total or 47,918 nurses had been certified in 
seventeen ANA programs. Also in 1986 the education or nurses 
on AIDS prevention and riskeducation was addressed. 
1987 saw the establishment or guidellnes for a master plan 
for continuing education. 
1987 also saw a return to major concern £or the weltare of 
nurses on the matters of liability insurance, s·tate. 
discrimination in pay for female-dominated positions, and 
Federal legislation. 
B. Conclusion 
The purposes·or mission of the American Nurses' 
Association have expanded but not materially changed 
since its beginnings in 1897. What has changed has been 
the.methods by which its purposes or mission have been 
. achieved. 
Its growth in membership has caused it to promote the 
development of State Nurses' Associations and many 
Sections of nurse specialization. This growth has led 
to the creation of a Federation at the national level 
with the bulk of the-day-to-day concerns of nurses 
reposing in·the SNA's. 
The ANA continued unremitting concern, albeit with 
varying emphasis from time to time, for the.professional 
status and education or nurses. the ethics or standards 
or the profession. and the welfare and other interests 
of nurses. Research into nursing has also been given a 
great deal of attention over the years. 
The most clear trends.in the ANA's activities have been 
toward establishing a better definition of the nursing 
profession and in becoming a major force in national 
affairs concerning nursing in all its aspects. It has.· 
grown from just an·association of nurses to include 
being a special interest group in national affairs. 
STA: ··•· . . . . 




.. This ~tioa lhall . be !mown .. 
the Nurses'' Associated Al1UDDZ of the 
. : _United Smtes :nd C'.mada. 
, .-, 
anc:u Jl-oa,JEC"D. 
The objects . of thi, a•sodation shall 
· be:•.To estabUsh anc:lmaintain a code of 
ethics; to elevate the standard of zaun-
inr education; to promote the meful-
ness and llonor, the mwicial and other 
·• interests of the nmsin,- profeuicm. 
jects of ~e •·association. remained unchanged 
hen they were changed as follows: -· -
1918 
.·Certmme of lncorporatiou. 
- \Ve, the midusirned. a majO!jty of wllom 
·•· raidc:ts. of tbe District of Cilvmbia, Mo 
. · anmr to a-nil Ollnclwa of the JfO'risiou af 
Sec:aoa 599, ,, nq,,illd', of the (;ode of l.ns 
of the Disr.rict of Columbia, do llerd,y catif7 
u follows: _ • 
·. ~" TIie mme w title 117 wflida t!ils Sod117 
- be bow: is Axazc.ur Nmu:r 'IID:r • 
.. _z. ·'th tam for wliidl.. • k la orawia,d .W · - . 
·3.· • "ne parposa of .dais CDrpomiou an lll4 
· ·ataaµ l>e· co Pl'Omote the ,rofasioaal IDd Ida-
. catioaaJ &dYaDC:emmt of aanes 1D 
'WQ': co dmre.the standard of J1Vsinc · ~eumn i to fflablish and mainiaizu code of 
cdaica amonr Dunes: co ~buts·. nlief 
amonr ll1ch IIW"Ses as may become i1J. 4isuZaf 
or · denimte; to d.iuemimte mfonueiaa OIi 
~e subj~. of aunmr fly public:aciou la oli• 
c:iaJ PfflodicaJa or othenrise i co llrillc iuo 
wida each ·other flriom nrm 
- &slOCWiou and fcderariou of ana 
d&roarhoat the Uaired Scates of America: and 
-. ID IUCteed lo. all rirbu and· ll~ Jaeld bY 
the- Americ:a:a Nunu• Auociatioa u a c:or. 
~IUOll clm7 iDC:OJ'J)OraCt:d under and by "IUtlll 
of the Jaws of &le Seate of New York. - ·· 
' . .. ' . . 
-Th~: changes made to the. objects (purpose.sl in 1918 are, in 
--- .. some instances, enlargements of objects s1:ated in 1897. 
"Establish and.maintain a code or ethics" gets the 
addition of "among nurses". 
"Elevate the standard of nursing education" is improved 
to read "Promote the professional and educational 
advancement of nurses inevecy proper way; to elevate• 
the standard or nursing education." · 
The words "to promote the usefulness and honor" are not 
included in the revision however the f'ormer"promote---
the financial and other interests of' the nursing 
-profession" are enlarged upon and offer "to distribute 
relief among such nurses as may become ill, disabled or 
destitute." 
New purposes are added as follows: 
"To disseminate information on the subject cf nursing by 
publications in·official periodicals or otherwise; to 
bring into communication with each other various nurses 
end associations and federations of nurses throughout 
the United States of America." 
The ANA continues its intention to address the needs or 
member nurses at large and recognizes the·needfor 




'lhere vereno changes to·the purpose or the ANA between 1918 
and 1952 or 1954 (see• ~low) 
=•~=se defined in the Certificate of Incorporation has 
Articl I unchanged since 1918. However the ANA'• Bylaws 
e contained new• material as follows: • 
• 
American Nurses' Association 
BYUWS 
.IJlTla.EI 
·Sacdoa L Tlae .... el t111a ·••dad-a ..U 
l»e die America NUNe• .laodaticm. 
Sertloa 2. Tlae facdw ef die .&auba 
Nane.• AuociadOII llaaD iadade die fellntq: 
••• T• .•fi• f'llllcdou •f DllrNI atl Japrnw 
llandard, al p,.cdca •I pnleaioml --
(It) To •he qulilr:adeat far die ,ncdda. 
.. el •lll'llq 
(c) To promota Jepaladoa ac) · 18 .,._ fer 
nna • reprd to lepdatm acdoa _ _., 
aacral health ud .. ..Uan propau 
(ti) To· an.,. paiocllcaDr dae .._ ... .,.. 
•I dN aadaa · 
(e) To promote ac1 pnc.ecs Ille ... -..le ..a 
punl ~N efa.._ 
(f)_ To proride proleuloaal ce....ua, 
le lllcBridaal nnea, au i. dtefr --~ • 
reprd aap)o:,mear. oppommfti• ad fflllaWe 
,-. mu 
(1) Te a....Jop •• ,.._... adfNl7 a......;. 
for latersroap •nladeu _ 
Oa) Ta eoiperate willt die Nedeael t.a- fer =• aa •ldda --. leda mpa1, 
W Te ,.,, 1 nrw •ti ...,. • INlr 
Mlloaal ,pok•1111111 wh!a .Wed _. 
lffUUlatal IRIIJII utl wl&la die pdillc 
(J) Te - u &Jae elidal npreNll&adff el 
Aamaa •- lat &Jae La&erutieuJ C..dl el B--.. 
•Lyndia Flanagan's "The History.or the American Nurse's 
Association" •tates on page 6 that the ANA's Bylaws contained.a 
listing or the association's fun~tions in 1952. This 11ey be_ 
correct,aince the copy to the 1952 Bylaws available wes missing 
the first few pages. 
The changes made in 1954 show·movement toward more control over 
the nursing profession. The following items indicate this move 
toward much control: 
a. 
b. 
To define functions or nurses and improve standards or 
practice of professional nurses. 
To define qualifications fo~ the practitioners or 
nursing. 
The ANA also intends to move into the area of national effairs 
since it intends: 
c. To promote legislation and to speak for nurses in regard 
to legislative acti~n concerning general health and 
welfare programs. 
d. To survey periodically the nurse resources of the 
nation. 
i. To represent nurses and serve as their national 
spokesman with allied professional and governmental 
groups and with the public. 
j. To serve as the official representative or American 
Nurses in the International Council or Nurses. 
Comment: The trend is toward more control over the nursing 
profession and also toward becoming a major force in 
national affairs affecting nursing. 
The ANA still. however intends to address the needs of 
member nurses and now offers item j. 
j. To provide professional counseling service to individual. 
nurses and to their employees in regard to employment 
opportunities and available personnel. 
' ' 
e remained unchanged since 
t · .· .. . anges were made as· rollows: · 
AMERICA.tf • NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
BY·LAWS 
ARTICLE I 
· TIUe and Functions 
.SECIION. J. 'I1le · mmc of this usociation lhall be the 
American Nunes• Aaociatioa. 
SECIION 2. The purposes of the American Nmsa' .v-
aociabon.' abalI be 'to fCltcr hlib lltndards of aunin& 
practice. promote the i,rofessiomJ ud educational advuc:e-
ment of mznes. and promote the· welfare of nurses to the 
end that all people may have better nunin1 cue. Tbae 
purposes shall be unrestricted by comidentiom of natioml-
ity, nee. cned. or ccJcr. 
SECIION 3. 'lhe fwl.c:tiom of the American Nunes' At.-
. IOl:WioD ahalliDcJudc the folJowiq: •·. 
L To establish fwc:tiom. standards. and quaUBeedom for 
llunull practice. 
b. To anmc:iate standards of nursing education aad imp!e. 
meat them throuib appropriat,i cbanneJs 
c. To cmmciate standards of mmin1 · tenice ud imp!e-: 
ment them throup appropriatr channelt 
d. · To aiablish a code of ethical conduct for prac:titionm. 
e. To lli:mulale ud promote raearch daipd to eDlarp 
the bowledae on which tbe practice of mmma Ja 
!med. 
L To promote lqisJation aDd ·to speak for mum m 
nprd IO Jeplacivc acdoa. 
1- To promote and protect the economic ud ,em:raI wel-
fus .of mma. 
h. To pn,vide profesaional =umelina ud plac:emmt . w:c for DW'ICI and cmploym of nuna. 
I. To ptOYide for tbc conwiuin1 profcssiomJ dnelopment 
of practilioacr&. 
j. To npram Dana ud la'Ve as their apokamau with 
allied nationaJ and international. orpnizatiom, JOVel"D-
mental. bodies.· and the public. 
t. . To• lel'ft u the official n;,raei:stative of the Umted 
Stata nm,a u a member of the In&emacocal CcuDcil ofNma . . . 
To promotuhe paeral health and welfare of the pubUc 
lhrouJh · all · UIOCiacioa pro'srams.. · rclatiomhips. and 
acmuieL 
. In 1962, Arti~le I contains a new Section 2 to re-define ANA's 
purposes. 
CHANGFS FROM 1954 AAE AS FOLLOWS: 
Whereas 1954 £'unctions items a. and b. define functions and 
define qualifications. item a. in 1962 combines the former a.·· 
endb. and states that AMA will "establish funeticns,. 
standards and qualifications for nursing practice"and item. 
c. also states the intention "to enunciate standards or 
nursing service and implement them through appropriate 
channels." 
A new function appears as item. e. 
e. To stimulate and promote research designed to enlarge 
the Jmowledge on which the practice or nursing is based. 
From 1897 one or the objects (purpose) or ANA has been .. to 
eleva~e the standard of nursing education." 
Item i. in 1962 states that ANA intends: 
i. To provide for the continuing professional development. 
of practitioners. 
A new function appears as item l. 
l. To promote the general hea1th and welfare of' the public 
through all association programs. relationships, . L'ld. 
activities. 
It is noted that Section 2 - Purposes of the ANA now 
address civil rights concemsand states "These purposes 
shall be unrestricted by considerations or nationality, 
race. creed. or color.• 
There is a clear movement toward tighter control of the 
nursing profession as noted in items a •• b •• and c. 
The scope or the ANA's activities is enlarged to a 
considerable degree according to item e. and also 
according to item i. 
More emphasis is given to the ANA's intention to be<a· 
major force in national affairs by the addition ot item. 
l. 
There were no changes to the purpose. 
. . . . . . were made 
Itemh. was changed from "To provide professional counseling 
and placement service for nurses and employees or nurses" to. 
read: 
To provide professional record service and assist states 
with counseling and placement actiyity. 
Item m. was.added and reads: 
To provide relationships with the National Student 
· Nurses• Association. · • 
Item h. recognizes-that the states could betterprovide 
counseling and pla~ement activity to the members. 
We have no copy of the 1972 Bylaws. 
.an . unctions remained unch 
ged :in 1976 as follows: . 
BYLAWS 
· ARTICLE I 
!W!E, PURPOSES AND PlJNCTIONS 
The name ol the aaociatioo shall be the America Hums• 
. Aaociaticm. hereinafter referred to u ANA. 
Section 2. Pw-pom · . 
a. The purpoll!S al th ANA mall be to: . . . . 
· J) ·<work for the fmpnmmenc ol health ltaDduds 
and the availability ol health care lffVices far 
all people. and 
foster high standards cl nursing and 
lltimulate and promote the profmiclul 
ment ol nunes and advmce their ~and 
general weJfare. 
1'hese p~ shall be umatricted by camidaa-
Hons of nationality. nee. Clftd. life-style. color. tez· -
or age . 
• The functions ol ANA mall be to: 
· establish and enunciate ltandards of aunizls 
practice, nursing education and nuning JaVice and 
to implement· them. tbrougb appropriate chaanels 
establish a code of ethical . ccnduct for DtDWS. 
stimuJate and promote research fD Dunins-· di,, 
,eminate resurch findings and encourage the 
utilization ol new knowledge as a Wis for IIIDliq. 
provide for continuingeducaticn for nunes. 
promote and protect the economic and pnera) 
welfare of nurses. 
assume an active role. u comumer advocate 
fDbaltb. 
analyze. predict and influence new diznmsicm cl 
health practices and the delivery cl health~ 
act and speak for the D1D'linc prolmiaa in nprd IO 
legislation. p,,emmental programs. and · utimal 
health policy. 
represent and speak for the nuning pralessian wftb 
allied health, naticnal and international orpmza. 
tions, 1ovemmental bodies and the public. · 
an-e · u the official representative ol the United 
States nunes · u a member al the 1ntemaHaaaJ 
C.Ouncil of Nunes. 
· l; promote. relationslups and collaboraticio with. tt. 
National Student Nunes' .\DOci•ttan. ensure • national archive . for the collectfon &Del 
pR,ervatioQ ol docwncnb and .. other materilla 
which ha~ contributed and cantfn• to 
to the hi1toric:al and .Cllltw:al --~" ....... 
. -
1976. ·• -• Ar"ticle I .. -
Section 2. Purposes 
_ ·-a. Purposes now shows ANA' s purpose to: . 
1) work for the improvement of health standards. 
end the availability of' health care services 
for all people. 
·Section 3. Functions 
· •Comment: 
Functions changes include the addition of: 
a. establish end enunciate st8lldards of --- nursing 
service. 
c. -----disseminate research findings and encourage 
the utilization of new knowledge as a basis for 
nursing. 
A new item r. states: 
-t. assume an· active role as consumers advocate in · 
health •. 
Another new item is item g. 
·g. - analyze, predict and influence new dimensions of 
health practices and the delivery of' health care. 
Also new is item l. 
l. ensure a national archive for the collection and 
preservation of documents and other materials which 
have contributed and continue to contribute to the 
historical and cultural development of' nursing. 
ANA's concern is now extended to nursing service and in 
taking an active role in consumer advocacy in health 
matters not restricted, apparently, to nursing but 
inclusive of all health care. 
. ' ~982 The purposes and functions remained unchanpd from 1976 but 
•were changed in 1982 as follows: 
. AMERICAN NURSES• AISOCM1'!0N 
BYLAWS 
Aa llellNd July 1. 1112 
ARTICLE I 
Name, Purposn. and Functlana 
Section l .. Name 
The name of this ADOCiation shall be the American Nunes" 
. AslOc:iation; hereinafter raerred to u ANA. 
Section 2. Purpmes 
a. The pwpam ol ANA mall be to-
1) work for the improvement ol health andards 
and the availability ol health care mvicm Car all 
people. and 
2) foster high standards ol nuning. and 
3) stimulate and promote the prala:aonal develop-
ment of nurses and advance their ecooamk ud 
general welfare. . 
b. These purpmes shall be unnstric:ted by ermidera-
tion of natiaaality. race. creed. lif~le. color.--. or 
age. 
SecUan 3. Functiam 
The functions ol ANA shall be to-
•· establish ttandards. of nunmi pndice. aaning 
education. and nursing m,,ices. 
b. establish a code cl ethical eonduct for nwm. 
c.. ensure • system ol credentwiq in auniq. 
d. · fnJtiate and Influence legislatioo. pvesAUWDbl..,. 
grams. naUooal health policy. and immatiDml 
health p:,Ucy~ 
e. aupport l)'lhimatic ltudy.cvaluatiaa. and rmard& ill 
nuninC• 
f. mw as the c:entral agency for the coDectfon. 
analysis. w din:minatim ol inf'ormatiaa IWWDt 
. to nuning. 
-I·. promote and protect the ec:caomic and pneni ...._ 
fare af auras. 
h. provide Jac:Jmhip ID aatiaaaJ and fnlematmal 
DW"Jfnl.· 
I.. prDricle for. the proleaional det•lap,,..•• •--. 
J.. conduct an lff'irmative action program. 
k. ensure• mllectiYe barpinins program lcw ...._' 
I. . provide m,,fees to ccmtituent Jtate rmn,s• aada-
tioa:r. 
m. -maintain eommunicatian walh memben throap cf. 
·_· fici.al publicatioas. 
. n. iuswne aa active role as ainrumer advocate. 
o. nprant and spnk·ror the nuniftl pldeaion wida 
allied health croups. natianal and illternatioeal or-
ganizatiom. p,enu:nmtal bodies. and Iba puWJc. 
• 
" .. • 
1982 Article I. Section 2 was not changed. 
Section 3 was changed as follows: 
a. The word "enunciate" was deleted as were the words "and 
to implement them through appropriate channels". 
· Item c. 1s new. 
c. ensure a system cf credentialing in nursing. 
Itemc. in the 1976 Functions was deleted. It read 
c. "stimulate and promote research in nursing, disseminate 
research findings and encourage the utilization of new 
knowledge as a basis for learning". It is changed to: 
c. support systematic study. evaluation. and research in 
nur~ing. 
Item d. What was formerly in 1976 item b. "act and speak 
for the nursing profession in regard to 
legislation. governmental programs and national 
heal th policy" is changed to: 
d. Initiate and influence legislation, governmental 
programs. national health policy, and international 
health policy. 
Item r. is a revival of a purpose first stated in 1918 but 
not included since 1954. 
f. serve as the central agency for the collection, 
analysis, and dissemination of information relevant to 
nursing • 
.Item k. is new. 
k. ensure a collective bargaining program for nurses. 
Item l. is new. 
l. provide services to constituent state nurses' 
associations. 
In 1918 a stated purpose was "to disseminate information on 
the subject of nursing by publications in official 
periodicals or otherwise". 
A new :item m. states: 
m. maintain communication with members through official 
· publications. 
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A major change in membership occurred in 1982. Below the 1980 
&-ticle n. membership can be,comp~ with 1982. 
1980 
ARTICLE II 
M•mlMrahip Ind Du. 
Sectior.1. C,ompmtioa . 
ANA shall~ compcad of: 
a. members each of whom mall hold concurrent mem,. 
bmhip in a state nunes' amciation. haeinafter re- · 
fmed to as SNA. and a ccnstituent u,oejation cl the 
SNA. where one aists: 
b. direct me:a,ben who reside in foreign countries or 
states. tenitories or pos,ie!!Siom of the United· States 
where there is no SNA. 
Section 2. Qualifications 
•· A member is one: 
1) who has been· granted a license to practice u 
.• registered nurse in at Just one state. tenitc:y, 
possasion or District of Columbia of the United 
· States and whc does not have a liceme under 
suspension or revocation in any ttate. or 
2) who has completed a nursing education 
program that qualifies the applicant to take the 
State Board Test Pool Examination for n!gislfftd 
nune licensure as a first time writes-, and 
3) who,e application for membership in ANA has 
been accepted in accordance with UIOCiation 
policy.and 
<J) who,e dues are not delinquent and 
SJ whose mem~rship is net undPr mtneatian for 
violation of the Code for Nurses or ANA Bylaws. 
b. Renewal of membership shall be contingent upon 




Section l. Campositim• 
ANA· shall I. a:imptmd ol memba- .. state nurses• 
tions CSNAJ> that meet the qualifications and respant1-
bilities specified in these bylaws. Member SNAs ben!--
mafter referred lo u camtitumt SN.As. 
Sedica 2. Qualificatiom 
A coamtucnt SNA u assiciaticn that-
•· bas articles of ineorporation and bylaws that gowem 
ib members and regulate its affairs. 
b. bas stated purpmes and functions cangruent with 
thmeolANA. 
C. provides that each of its members_ either hu . 
granted a liceme to practiceu a ~mme at 
la.st - state. territory. or p MteShoa ol the Unil.ed 
States and does not haft a liceme under smpemiaa or 
~tm in any state. or bas completed a mming 
education program qu.aluyinc the individual to take 
the sta~ mminatiaa for ngisttia:I mane 
licemure as a first-time writer. 
d. .rves a geographic area such as a state. tatitocy. or 
possession of the United States where theft is no other 
:ecopmd cmstituimt SNA. . • • 
e. maintains a membenrup that meets the qualific:atians 
in these bylaws. unrestricted by consideratiaa ol aa. 
tionality._rac:e. creed. lifestyle. color. JeS. or age. 
f. is not ddinqu=nt in paying dues to ANA. 
• See prowma. pap 2+. 
Comment: 'lbe past emphasis toward developing a highly 
professional association of nurses appears now to show 
equal emphasis in the direction or the economic.and 
general welfare of nurses. Also. the ANA has become a 
federation of SNA 1s and individual nurses memberships 
are now the responsibility of the SNA1s. 
. . . , 
The only change,to the.purposes and furictioris since 1982 is· 
a Article I, Section 3 where .the wording of .item m., is ·.·. 
· .chariged from: 
maintain communice.tiotf: with members through official 
publications · · 
to 
<JD. maintain communication with constituent state nurses'.· 
associations through·. official publications. 
The only change made in>purposes and functions in 1987 is.t:o 
Article I •. Section 2. Pull>oses which adds the word . ~handicap... . . . 
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197.9-1980 
the product of several years of debate and discus?ion. 
offree exchange of ideas and opinions within the conmittee and 
. . . . - ' -~ . 
with Others during the presentation of material, and of thoughtful 
· written responses from individuals~ "watch-dog" and other various 
·. conmittees. co:nnissions, and the boards of state nurses associations 
and of ANA. The C0il'lllittee wishes to acknowledge these contributions. 
The Board of Directors of the American Nurses' Association has provided 
support for the work. of the corrmittee, a listening ear when the 
canmittee tried out ideas, and numerous assignments, which in the 
end, helped shape thjsreport. 
"The professional association fs an organization of practitioners 
who judge one another as professionally canpetent and who have · 
banded together to perfonn social functions which they 
. cannot perform in their separate capacity as individuals". 
· (merton, 1958) 
As Merton's definition suggests, it is not its structure that most· 
significantly characterizes the professional society, but its functions. 
These functions--what the association does in relating. to the individual 
members of the profession, the profession as a whole, and the larger 
·. social system of which the profession is a part--are the core: of 
· the association~ 
The purposes of an association express its mission and serve as a 
guide to identification of speci_fic functions. The purpose of the 
American Nurses• Associationare as follows: 
work for the improvement of health standards and the. 
availabiHty of health care servkes for all people. and 
·. foster hfgh standards of nursing and 
stimulate and promote the professional development of 
nurses and advance their economic and general welfare. 
(AHA Bylaws, as amended, June 1978, Article I. Section 2.a} 
. . . . . 
definition as a basis, two organizational 1110dels 
have been developed as i!'lt~rnative ways to achieve these purposes~ 
·- ,:~-:•' 
. TIie models describe two different organh:ational structures to 
carry out the association's functions: a federation model, and a 
. model that provides an option of direct membersh-ip at one or more 
levels of the association. In both models, the relationships among: 
the levels of the association are described. and tlie rights of members 
at each level are delineated. 
. In constructing the models, the conrnittee has used specific meanings 
for the fc 11 owing tenns: 
Purpose--Something set up as an objector end to be attained. 
Function--Activity or set of activities relat~d to achievement 
or purposes and objectives. 
Right--Something to which all members have a just claim as 
· part of their membership ... 
Privilege--A right granted as a peculiar benefit> .or advantage 
to which members have access as part of their membership. 
Organizational Model--A description of the structural components . 
of"·the association and the arrangements among them. 
Federation--The fonnation of a political unit o·ut of a number. of 
separate states so that each retains the management of its 
internal affairs. 
-The conmittee has continued to use its initial working ass1111pt1ons 
in the developnent of the report and models: 
1. The advancement of the profession a_nd its membership is 
dependent upon the strength and_ vitaility of the professional 
association. 
The stren~ths and.effecti!eness,of..amembership association. 
are directly related to the involvement of its 12nbers _in 
making and implementing decisions related to the pur-?Oses 
of that association. 
3. The American Nurses• Association has the dua~ purpose of 
promoting high standards of health and nursjng care and 
protecting the welfal"e of its mer.bers. 
4. A1though some Association functions require attention by 
more than one structural unit or level, the professional 
association should avoid unnecessary duplication amor.g 
organizational units and levels. 
5. Primary responsibility for any given function should be 
lodged at the organizational unit or level where it can 
be carried out most effectively and efficiently; this could· 
vary state by state. 
· For ease in comparing the two models with the current structure, 
it is also delineated in this report. The bylaws were the 
major source for the infonnationon the current structure. 
CRITICAL ANALYSIS 
INTRODUCTION TO CRITICAL A~lALYS IS 
During the course of its work, the committee has had numerous sugges-tions 
regarding the dimensions along which comparisons should be made of 
the models. This section incorporates those suggestions as well as 
others felt to be of importance by the conrnittee. Legal and financial 
analyses are attached as separate sections within this report. 
The purposes of both (new) models are the same as the cu~rent purposes. 
They are: 
1) work for the improvement of health standards and the 
availability of health care services for all people, and 
2) foster high standards of nursing and 
3) stimulate and promote the professional developnent of 
nurses and advance their economic and general welfare. 
The models represent dffferent structural arrangements for carrying out 
the purposes of the association. Certain aspects of the structural 
arrangements, however, are not necessarily associated with one model 
only.· for example, the size of the policy making body, whether referred 
to as a senate or as a house of delegates, may vary with any of the 
models. The goa1·1s to achieve a balance between an adequate number 
of members to provide broad representation of the total membership and 
a small enough number of fodividuals to enabl·e the body to meet suffi-
. ciently frequently and to.conduct its business with dispatch. 
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The same observation is true for the structural arrangenents by which 
programs are established and carried out at national, state and other 
levels of the association, that is, if the membership is interested in 
having a strong practice identification at the national level, with 
p~ovision for membership groups of practitioners in specialized areas,. 
such an arrangement may be accomodated under any of the models. Similarly, 
size of a committee and length of terms of officers and corrmittee 
members may vary across models. It is not the size of various groups,. 
their function, and length of tenn in office that are the primary 
distinctions among the models. The basic distinction is whether 
the national organization is made up of individual menbers represented 
in the house of delegates (direct model) or if the national organfzation 
is a federation of states which through a voting body would determi~e 
the specifiefunctions, priorities, operation and budget of the national 
association (federation model}. In the federation model, the 
individual member would belong at the state and substate levels only. 
In the model for direct membership, the functions, operations and budget 
of each level is dependent on actions of members at that level. The in-
dividual member has the option to belong to any or all of the levels. 
The other major way in which the models vary is in the degree of 
competition among the levels. Under both models, attempts would be made 
to encourage maximum cooperation among the several levels. In the 
direct membership model, c001petition between levels for members 
and money is intensified. In the federation model, cooperation between 
levels ~Y be enhanced in that the states (collectively) determine 
the specific functions and budget of the national level. 
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In sumnar1, while specific groups~ their names~ functions, size and 
. term of office have all been identified as part of the two models y 
such identification is somewhat arbitrary in that these specific 
details may vary. The important structural distinction is whether the 
national -level of the association is comprised of individual members 
(three-tiered, direct membership} or of states (federation model) and 
the resulting alterations in relationships between the ANA, SNA's and 
DNA's. 
The following sections,:compare and contrast the models across several 
dimensions. 
-· 
Who is a Member? 
In each of the models, the member is the registered nurse as defined 
in the American Nurses' Association as present bylaws. The levels to 
which the individual member may belong varies across models. 
Locus of Major Authority and Major and Minor Thrusts 
The locus of major authority in the federation model is with the SNA's. 
which through the senate would detennfne the scope of function and budget 
for the national as well as for themselves. Under the direct membership 
model, the locus or major authority for each level resides at that 
level of the association. 
The major program thrusts at the national level under both models are 
standard setting, national legislative programs. and research/in- . 
formation gathering on issues of relevance to the profession. The 
major thrusts of programs at the state and substate levels in general 
.. • 
have to do ~'iith implementation of the standards. Beyond this very 
broad distinction between major and minor thrusts at the national, state 
and substate le•,els7 the major and minor thrusts or programs ~,ill 
vary by time and place and according to the interests of the members • 
Roles of Elected and Apoointed Officials and Staff 
In general, roles of elected and appointed officials under both models 
would remain the same as it is now, that is, policy setting and program 
detennination. The function of staff also would remain the same as 
it is now which is to carry out the policies and programs as esta~lished 
by the elected and appointed officials. 
In what is currently specified as the length of office for elected-
and appointed officials under the federation model, th~re may be 
opportunity for increased influence by staff because of the more 
rapid turnover of elected and appointed officials·and hence more 
instability. The same observation would apply if the length of terms 
of elected and appointed officials were shortened under the direct 
membership option. 
Regionalization 
The possibility for regionalization exists under both models. The 
constituent associations may wish to align themselves with other.sin 
geographic proximity in o~der to improve their effectiveness and. 
reduce the costs of program operation. The concept of regionalization 
is not associated mre strongly with one or the other model; neither 
is it built in to either of the models. If there is inter--est in 
expanding the somewhat informal groupings of states, which presently 
exist, this could be done under. eith!!r model.. The c:aamittee has not 
a 
specifically provided for regionalization in the models. beyor.d 
encouraging continued consideration of the possibility. 
.. 
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Establish.>!ent of r-tonitoring Systems 
With the adoption of either model it would be wise to establish two 
kinds of ·to· m "1 r1ng mechanisms. One would be to ensure that the model 
developed by the c0111nittee and adopted {with any modifications) by the 
House of Delegates, is faithfully and accurately translated into a 
set of bylatts. 
· Second ~uld to fill the need to establish an ongoing system for 
mnitoring the financial exchange among levels. Under the direct 
membership mode19 dues would be collected at various levels of the 
assocfation9 necessitating a check and balance system for assuring that 
dues collected at one level for another are properly and promptly 
forwarded to the appropriate level. Under the federation model, a 
system would need to be developed to assure assessments based and 
paid on the true m1nber of members belonging at the state level. 
Location of Nursing Practice 
Under both models, setting clinical standards of nursing practice 
remains a critically iq:,ortant function, ensuring the provision of 
a high standard of nursing practice to clients is one of the major 
purposes of the association. At the mininun,. concern with clinical 
practice at the national level must be for establishing standards of 
practic~. This can be done under a variety of structural arrangements. 
In the federation model,. it is proposed that ad hoc corrmittees would 
be selected to write standards for adoption by the Senate and 
implementation at other levels. Under the direct membership model, 
the proposed arrangement is for a conmfssion on nursing practice which 
would incorporate the functions of the Congress for Nursing Practice 
.and the divisions of practice as they currently exist in ANA. This 
modification is in response to the numerous·comments that the 
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committee has received regurding the present unsatisfactory arrangement 
in v1hi ch functions of the Congress. the divisions of practice. and 
the councils. are overlapping and unclear and require several levels 
of approval 'cefore action can be taken at the council level. A 
minimum function of the corrmission on practice would be to establish 
standards for areas of specialized clinical ?~actice. Tnis could 
be done by forming relatively stable subcanmit:ees (councils) with 
ongoing responsibility for the development and modification of 
standards in their areas of expertise. An a~:~rnative arrangement 
would be to appoint a more tenporary group such as a task force to 
establish a set of standards and provide for their review at periods of, 
say, every five years. 
The direct membership model proposes that the chairs of the Ccmnission 
and the councils {if any) be elected by the membership of those respective 
councils and co11111ission. The chairpersons would also serve in the 
House of Delegates. The intent is to increase the influence of these 
concerned with clinical practice by allowing for their direct partici-
pation in policy setting at the highest elective·body. 
Related to this issue 'is the question of practice groups at the national 
level. Under the direct membership model, depending on the interests 
of members, the possibility would exist for a direct membership group 
in a council. Funding for the standards setting function of the council 
would- be provided by gen,eral membership dues. Any additional functions 
related to provision of service to direct members of the council 1110uld 
be by assessment of a fee for council membership, as it exists in the 
current ANA structure. The scope of programs established would be 
dependent on the size a~d interest of the council membership and their 
.. 
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wiH ingr1ess to financially support such programs. 
Under the direct membership model. the poss;bil ity for clinical interest 
grou_ps at the state or substate level also exists. If both or all 
levels desire, formal articulation between the clinical practice 
membershi~ groups at national, state and substate levels could be 
developed. Standard setting, however, would be at the national level, 
with implementation at the state and substate level. 
The proposed structural changes are not intended to deemphasize the 
importance of practice at the national level. Rather. the chairs of. 
the councils and the conmission would be represented in the house of 
delegates and the extent of progranming for individual members would 
be dependent on the interest of those belonging to the council. 
Relationship to N-CAP. AAN. AND, . AND AJN 
N-CAP, American Nurses Foundation, the American Academy of Nursing. and 
the American Journal of Nursing Company currently exist as groups affiliated 
with the ANA and with certain specified functions. ANF and N-CAP 
· have been separated largely to protect the tax status of the ANA. 
Such relationships would continue under both proposed models. The 
American Journal of Nursing Company and its relationship to ANA would 
not be altered. 
Cornpariso.1 of Models 
Some dimensions along \·,hich comparison of the t~,o models 1tight be made as 
follows: 
1. How·is the individual member involved at the various levels? 
a. Membership rights of individual members are specified under 
each model 
2. Ability to achieve purposes of the association 
a. The abit ity to increase the influence and enhance the image of 
the association under each model would need to be addressed. 
In general~ the ability to achieve the purposes of the association 
will depend on the will of the members regardless of the 
model chosen. 
J. The ability to increase membership for the asociation. 
4. Accountability between levels and between structural units could be 
analyzed particularly with regard to the following programs: 
a • . Practice 
b. Legislation 
c. Economic and general welfare 
d. Accreditation 
e. Continuing education 
The notion here would be to give the suggested location of each of these 
programs to show where the authority would rest for certain functions. 
s. Implementation-feasibility, time table and cost {the finance 
subcOll'ltlittee roughed out some of this section in its report) 
· The next section is an outline of ho~ we might further develop the 
financial analysis section. 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
~e C0111nittee was directed by the board to consider and co~ent on the 
financial impact of implementing either the federation or direct 
membership structure. 
It must be recognized that the costs of operating an organization 
depend on the amount, type1 and scope of services offered and program 
activities maintained. Previous experience serves only as a partial 
guide as the cost of staying in business in any structural arrangement 
will be affected by the cost of and necessity of travel, paper, 
postage, record keeping, staff salaries, rent and utilities. Some 
costs, such as rent for a given amount of space in a certain geographic 
location could be estimated more precisely than can the costs of 
convening a meeting of the House of Delegates in four years, or estimating 
the types of membership services to be provided, the number of members 
eligible to receive those services, and the identification of 
precisely which services are available as a member and which are 
available at a fee. With those caveats stated, the corrmittee has 
attempted to estimate the differences in certain financial arrangements 
between the current structure and the two optional structural arrangements. 
Fixed costs for administrative items \'IOuld decrease slightly with the 
federation and would stay the same with direct, assuning only moderate 
growth in menbership. 
•. 
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In general, the federation would cost less at national level. It 
reallocates responsibility for most activities and direct services to the 
SNA' s, therefore their: costs would increase. There would be fewer 
activities and staff at national level. 
In general, the direct model would increase costs at the national 
· level because of the shift of some activities from state to national 
level with a resultant increas~ in ANA activities and costs depending on 
how high a priority the ANA places on specific activities for the direct 
members. 
The SNA's and DNA's could also experience an increase in costs as 
each association would have membership recruitment responsibility, 
record keeping (dues and membership) changes; and need to offer programs 
and services to attract and hold members at that level. 
Transition costs for either model would increase slightly during .the. 
transition period. This would be due to the legal and business arrangements 
required to implement the new structure. 
The federation could take longer transition and be more expensive due 
to legal costs incurred in the contractual changes necessary, e.g. A 
contract with each SNA; dissolving ANA current contracts and reestablishing 
the contracts as federation contracts. The ultimate benefit in having 
precise contracts with SNA's may offset the increased costs during the 
transition. 
... 3_ 
. ,. . 
· ;A ~etermination would needto be made on how transition costs will be 
,shared by AflA and SiiA's. It is suggested that ANA should assume the 
.major cost so as to ensure consistency in effecting the changes with the 
member associations. 
The direct model may be the most expensive due to competition and 
duplication of some activities. 
The conmittee cannot predict costs for the SNA level in a new structure. 
In both models there is asst.med a shift of activities to the SNA level. 
Costs _to SNA wuld be dependent on the priority established for 
nl.lllber and scope activities, number of members. headquarters office 
and adl!Jfnistratfve costs, and staffing requirements. 
Generation of Revenue: 
Membership dues either from individuals or organizations will continue 
to be the major source of income for a 11 1 eve 1 s • 
Hat1ona1 and state levels would have potential to charge fees for 
selected·services. 
SNA's have the potential for increasing revenue from provision of 
CE programs relevant to needs of local members. SNA's could also 
se11 selected services to other SNA 's e.g. collective bargaining, 
continuing education. 
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The federation•s main income source would be the dues assessment made 
on organization members (the SHA's}. The federation model has the 
most financial risk at national level as it would be dependent on the 
member organizations viability ·and willingness to pay the assessment .. 
Both models have potential for continued financial viability. depending 
on will of members. In the federation model the financial viability at 
national level depends on the judgment of the Senate; the willingness 
of SNA's to remain in the federation; and the ability of national to 
compete for external funds. In the direct model there is also the 
same dependence on the Board of Directors to make good.Judgments about 
members needs and interests; the ability to c~~pete successfully in 
attracting new members and retaining current menbers; in marketing 
programs; and attracting external funds. 
The national level organization in either model has a data collection 
resp~nsibility and therefore has the likelihood of securing sole 
source contracts. There is also the responsibility for dissenination 
of infonnation which enhances the opportunity of selling publications 
to nursing and general population. 
Possibility for Increasing Membership: 
In the direct model there is a greater possibility for increasing membership. 
at all levels. Data from ongoing membership projects substantiate 
this belief. However, it should be noted,that it may increase the total · 
number of individuals involved in at least one level of the organizatfon. 
Membership numbers could decrease. within an association. 
Collection of Dues: 
Direct Model: ANA will collect menbership dues for direct members 
and for national members who also hold membership in 
other leve1s. ANA will remit to SNA's and ONA's dues 
collected for them. 
Federation Model: SNA's will pay annual membership fee based on 
per capita assessment determined by the Senate. 
ANA would collect dues from organizations who are 
federation members. 
SNA's would collect its individual membership dues 
and report number of members to ANA by July 1 of 
each year. 
Degree of Financial Stability 
The federation. once the per capita assessment is set by Senate, it 
should have a stable financial base, provided the SNA_'s continue to 
stay members of the federation. 
The direct model depends on the imagination and foresight of the 
Boards of Directors in areas such as program planning and administration. 
Also, it will depend on the establishment of a time frame for a dues· 
increase, contro11ing the frequency of increases. and the amount or 
' percentage of increase. Each level may impact on financial stability 
of the other levels by its dues increases. thus causing individuals 
to drop cembership in one or more of the levels. 
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Distribution of Funds: (membership dues only} 
In the tr"ansition phase for the federation· the following is an example 
of a financial arrangement to get the federation operational: 
If the current (1978} dues income for national was 5.5 million dollars~ 
and of that amount approximately 2 million was allocated for support 
and administrative services then aroun4 3.5 million was available for 
activities necessitated by the functions of the organizat!on. 
3.5 million divided equally among 53 constituents would provide $65.000 
for each constituent association. 
The Senate could assess each constituent up to $65,000 to provide monies 
to carry out the legal and business activities required to implement 
the federation structure. 
(This is in effect's a paper transaction,, but would help to picture the 
changed funding for national in a federation. As the federation's national 
level operations stabilize, the SNA assessment may be reduced.) 
In the direct model, no transitional costs would be underwritten by 
national funds. ANA national would need to establish deadlines for 
cessation of programs and services that previously had been provided 
without charge to SNA 1 s and DNA 1s. These same services might be 
reestablished for a fee. 
. . ' 
:/Tile suggested timetable for transition to a federation st:-ucture is 
fouryears. >This allows time for bylaws changes, preparation of contracts 
·atjd signing contracts w.ith member Si'IA 1 s; and arranging the legal transitions 
at the national level to move from the present structure into an 
organization of organizatio_ns. SHA's would also need time to alter• 
bylaws and make proper arrangements to become a member organization. 
The suggested timetable for transition to a direct membership organization 
would be sanewhat shorter. Two years would seem to be sufficient 
to promote direct membership option; to identify the functions, services 
and·activities for the members of each level; and to arrange for 
.. necessary bylaws changes and alterations in legal and business arrangements. 
During this time feasibility studies could be done to detennine the 
attractiveness of certain activities for the members. 
· At the conmittee's request. Ml". Edward W. Krisss ANA General Counsel •. 
.· reviewed the work of the conmittee and in a November 28. 1979 memo said: 
• "There is no legal obstacle that prevents or impe-0es adoption of any 
of the models. ANA may restructure the organization through appropriate 
procedures,. including amendment of tile bylaws, so that the resulting 
organization is shaped along the lines envisioned in any of the models". 
IJThefollowing responds to the specific: inquiries of theconmittee: 
1. Adoption of any of the models would not affect ANA*s charter as 
a corporate entity created under the laws of the District of 
Columbia and duly qualified to transact business in the State of. 
Missouri and various other jurisdictions. 
· None of .. the models changes the purposes and functions of ANA in a 
manner which would jeopard1zeANA's exempt1onfrcm taxiltion under 
section s01:(c){6) of the Internal Revenue Code. 
· ·Adoption of any of the models would not affect ANA's ownership of 
the American Journal of Nursing Canpany. The ANA BoarcLof Directors 
could continue to vote the stock of AJN by proxy appointment. 
..... • .· . ·. .·· ... els would not affect.ANA's relationship 
with the American fh•:~ses • Foundation. · The ·ANA Board of Di rectors 
. : ' . 
could continue to constitute the membership of ANFand function in 
. tl1e capacity of members. 
-llt:lopt:ionof any of the models would not affect ANA 1 s affiliation \'lith 
its political action c011'111ittee, N-CAP. Under the federation model, 
,N-CA? would have to secure the pennission of an SNAprior to 
soliciting contributions from members of the SNA; see, Federal 
Election Conrnission Regulations, sec. l14.8(b). 
Adoption of any of the models would not affect the status of SNA 1s 
.as independent corporate -entities; under any of the models SNAs retain 
· the right to choose to meet the criteria for. affil ic,.tion with 
ANA, or to pursue their corporate purposes 1r,ithout affiliation with 
